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a. Media kit – included 

b. Target audience/demographics for media 

Our target audience is the Tulsa metropolitan area, which has an approximate 
population of 859,532.  Mayfest is comprised of several areas, that when rolled 
into one large four day festival, offers something for everyone to enjoy.  We have 
activities, art, entertainment and foods that appeal to a cross section of our 
community.   Some festival goers come for the corndogs, some for the selection 
of fine art, some for the hands-on art activities in our KidZone area and others for 
the varied musical selection.  The poster artist tries to capture the essence of the 
Festival in a single snapshot, which hopefully appeals to the community at large. 

c. Target location (communities/cities/states) for media 

We targeted media in the Tulsa, Oklahoma metro area, which reaches several 
surrounding counties as well as some coverage reaching into Arkansas, Kansas 
and Missouri. 

d. Types of mediums used for media outreach 

E-mail press releases with follow up e-mail outreach to attend unveiling.  Once 
the media attends unveiling, they receive additional information in their press 
packet as well as a poster signed by the artist.  In addition to the media, we invite 
volunteers and sponsors and ask them to help spread the word.  We also use 
social media sites Facebook and Twitter. 

e. Measurable results indicating: 

• Number of publications/cities/states targeted 

Three television stations, three newspapers and one magazine located in 
Tulsa, Oklahoma were targeted.   

• Percent of distribution that covered news 

66% of the targeted television stations covered the event.  Among the 
print media, 75% of those targeted covered the event in addition to those 
not explicitly targeted. 

• Longevity of media coverage 

We received media coverage on the poster and unveiling over a period of 
two months.  Coverage began the evening of the unveiling, May 4, 2011 
and ran through a July, 2011 magazine.  



• Increase/decrease in media from previous years 

We saw an increase in overall people reached through our media efforts 
this year.  There was a great increase in print impressions and a small 
decrease in television.  In 2010, we reached 93,200 readers through print 
and in 2011 reached 358,137.  The number of television viewers was 
187,499 in 2010 and was 148,512 in 2011. 

1. Overview 

a. Introduction & background of campaign/event 

The media kit, submitted for consideration for an IFEA Pinnacle Award, was 
produced for the unveiling of the artwork created for the 2011 Tulsa 
International Mayfest poster.   

Each year we select an artist with local ties to create the artwork that will 
become the commemorative poster for Mayfest.  The poster artist and artwork 
is kept secret for months until the unveiling, which occurs two weeks before 
Mayfest begins in an effort to build excitement about the days to come. 

The media kit is altered each year to tie into the festival while giving the 
media something that is creative, well organized and easy to use.  

The purpose of this media kit is to provide the press with all relevant materials 
necessary to obtain news coverage for the poster, the outdoor mural of the 
artwork and the Festival itself.   

The media kit is distributed to press in attendance at the unveiling along with 
a commemorative poster signed by the artist and is delivered to media 
entities that are unable to attend the event.     

2. Supporting question – update/change promotion from year before? 
Successful?  Provide measurable results/examples. 

2007 was the first year that we used a non-traditional package for the media kit 
as opposed to the traditional folder.  We have received a good response for our 
unique press packets.  For this year, we wanted to emphasize the fun and vibrant 
spring feel of the festival while making them easier to transport for the media.   

The media in attendance appreciated the portable package, and as a result, the 
Mayfest poster artwork and subsequent mural was shown to hundreds of 
thousands of people in our target market, which is the Tulsa metropolitan area. 



In addition, visitors to the unveiling event made several positive comments about 
the press packets and wanted to know if they could have one as well. 

3. Supporting materials - included 

a. Press releases, news clippings 

b. Promotional materials 

c. Photos 
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Contact: Heather Pingry 
    918.582.6435 office 

   918.852.8214 cell 
    hpingry@tulsamayfest.org 

 
2011 Mayfest Poster Unveiling 

 
Tulsa, OK., April 25, 2011 – The original artwork for the Mayfest 2011 poster, created by local 
artist Michelle Firment Reid, will be unveiled on Wednesday, May 4 at 5:30p.m. at the 
Helmerich Research Center on the OSU-Tulsa campus, located at 700 N. Greenwood Ave. 

A Contemporary Abstract Expressionist artist, Michelle Firment Reid has been painting for the 
past twenty years. Born 1968 in Latrobe, Pennsylvania, she enjoyed a well-traveled childhood 
in Europe, very much influenced by the art and culture around her.  

She later spent many years in a suburb of Washington D.C. where she received a BFA from 
The Corcoran College of Art and Design and worked in Graphic and Disguise Department for 
the Central Intelligence Agency. She apprenticed under Washington, D.C. sculptor Joan 
Danzinger.  Now a resident of Tulsa, Oklahoma, for the past 14 years, Reid enjoys a studio in 
Tulsa’s Blue Dome District.   
 
"I enjoy experimenting with paint while contemplating and negotiating between time and 
space," says the artist. "I am currently incorporating lyrical abstraction within the painting as 
thoughts of expression and feeling through line and color. I hope to evoke emotion, allowing 
the viewer intimate pause and reflection." 
 
Her most recent exhibits have been at Gallery One, Nashville, MA Doran Gallery, Tulsa, Tulsa 
PAC Gallery, and The Oklahoma Heritage Museum, Oklahoma City.  
 
Don’t miss the unveiling of the 2011 Tulsa International Mayfest original poster artwork.  
Posters will be available for purchase at the unveiling.  Posters are $25 if signed by the artist 
and $15 for unsigned.  Posters will also be available after the unveiling at the Mayfest offices, 
located at 1 W. 3rd St., Ste. 109 and the souvenir shop during the festival, May 19-22.  To see 
more of Michelle Firment Reid’s work, visit her Web site at www.michellefirmentreid.com.   
 

# # # 
 

Tulsa International Mayfest is a family friendly outdoor tribute to the arts and music created to promote a broader 
knowledge of and appreciation for arts and humanities among serious, as well as casual art lovers.  More than 
350,000 people are expected to attend this year’s event on May 19-22, 2011.  For more information, visit 
www.tulsamayfest.org.   
 
Sponsors include MidFirst Bank, Williams, The Children’s Hospital at Saint Francis, Metropolitan Real Estate 
Investors, LLC, Public Service Company of Oklahoma, Corona Extra, T.D. Williamson, Waste Management, 
Luzianne Iced Tea, Jim Glover Chevrolet, Southern Journeys, SCFM Compression Systems, Inc., Oklahoma 
State University-Tulsa, The Gelvin Foundation, Hyatt Regency and GuRuStu Group. 

mailto:hpingry@tulsamayfest.org
http://www.michellefirmentreid.com/
http://www.tulsamayfest.org./
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Tulsa International Mayfest Poster Unveiling 
 
 

Tulsa, OK., May 3, 2010 –  
FACT SHEET 

 
WHO:  Ken Busby, President, Mayfest Board of Directors 
  Ed Fariss, Executive Vice President, MidFirst Bank 
  Howard Barnett, President, OSU-Tulsa 

Mary Jo Sartain, Festival Chair, Mayfest 
Michelle Firment Reid, 2011 Mayfest Poster Artist 

 
WHAT: Unveiling of the original artwork for the official 2011 

Tulsa International Mayfest poster by local artist Michelle Firment Reid 
 
WHEN: Wednesday, May 4, 2011, 5:30 p.m. 

 
WHERE: OSU - Tulsa Helmerich Research Center 
 700 North Greenwood Avenue, Tulsa, OK  

 
Tulsa International Mayfest, MidFirst Bank and OSU-Tulsa invite you to attend this 
special poster unveiling. 
 

# # # 
 

Tulsa International Mayfest is a family friendly outdoor tribute to the arts and music created to promote a 
broader knowledge of and appreciation for arts and humanities among serious, as well as casual art 
lovers.  More than 350,000 people are expected to attend this year’s event on May 19-22, 2011.  For 
more information, visit www.tulsamayfest.org.   
 
Sponsors include MidFirst Bank, Williams, The Children’s Hospital at Saint Francis, Metropolitan Real 
Estate Investors, LLC, Public Service Company of Oklahoma, Corona Extra, T.D. Williamson, Waste 
Management, Luzianne Iced Tea, Jim Glover Chevrolet, Southern Journeys, SCFM Compression 
Systems, Inc., Oklahoma State University-Tulsa, The Gelvin Foundation, Hyatt Regency and GuRuStu 
Group. 

mailto:hpingry@tulsamayfest.org
http://www.tulsamayfest.org./
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Mayfest Mural to be Re-Installed 
 

Tulsa, OK., May 5, 2011- Tulsa International Mayfest Festival Chair, Mary Jo Sartain, 
announced today that the Mayfest Mural will be reinstalled before Mayfest 2011.  The 
mural artist, William Franklin, will begin painting the mural at Third and Main on May 9th, 
weather permitting.   
 
The mural which was begun in 2007 was painted over late last year when the Hyatt 
Regency took over the hotel property which had been part of the Crowne Plaza family.  
The entire outside of the hotel will be repainted to reflect the new Hyatt Regency 
ownership. 
 
“Although it was sad to see four years of the mural painted out, we are thrilled to be able 
to create a new design to complement Hyatt Regency’s new ownership of the property.”  
The new design encompasses the past four years of Mayfest art derived from each 
year’s poster art and also includes a paean to this year’s poster art as well.   
 
“Mayfest is thrilled that people will once again be overheard saying “meet me at the 
Mayfest mural,” Sartain added.   
 

# # # 
 

Tulsa International Mayfest is a family friendly outdoor tribute to the arts and music created to promote a 
broader knowledge of and appreciation for arts and humanities among serious, as well as casual art 
lovers.  More than 350,000 people are expected to attend this year’s event on May 19-22, 2011.  For 
more information, visit www.tulsamayfest.org.   
 
Sponsors include MidFirst Bank, Williams, The Children’s Hospital at Saint Francis, Metropolitan Real 
Estate Investors, LLC, Public Service Company of Oklahoma, Corona Extra, T.D. Williamson, Waste 
Management, Luzianne Iced Tea, Jim Glover Chevrolet, Southern Journeys, SCFM Compression 
Systems, Inc., Oklahoma State University-Tulsa, The Gelvin Foundation, Hyatt Regency and GuRuStu 
Group. 

mailto:hpingry@tulsamayfest.org
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ALSO INSIDE: The 27th Season of OK Mozart • Visit the Land of the Osages 
Month-long Entertainment at the PAC • CATS ••• Purrrfect for Families! 

25th Annual Tulsa Indian Art Festival • Oklahoma Renaissance Festival • Much More! 



The 39th annual Tulsa Interna
tional Mayfest, an outdoor tribute to 
the arts and music is scheduled for 
May 19th -22nd in the heart of beauti
ful downtown Tulsa. Mayfest is a fam
ily-oriented event created to promote a 
broader knowledge of and apprecia
tion for arts and humanities among se
rious, as well as casual, art lovers. 
Mayfest is nationally renowned for pre
senting the very best in arts and enter
tainment. 

Tulsa International Mayfest has 
something to offer everyone. The out
door area of Mayfest includes fine 
arts, crafts, three stages of per
forming artists, KidZone
a children's hands-on 
art activity area, and 
of course, great 
festival food. 
Approximately 
120 artists 
come from 
around the 
country to 
display and 
sell their art
work along 
Main Street dur
ing the festival. 
Fine artists display 
their work of mediums 
including everything from 
photography and painting to jew-
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of the 

elry and woodwork. Their market artist 
area features crafts and henna tattoos. 

Over the four days of Mayfest, 
over 75 performers will take to one of 
the three stages located throughout the 
festival site. Performances include 
local dance groups and vocal students 
as well as local, regional and national 
bands. The main stage is located on 
the Williams Green and will feature 
Phil Brown's Guitar Army on Saturday, 
May 21st at 9:30pm, performing 
arrangements of compositions from the 

Jimi Hendrix catalogue that appear on 
the Phil Brown 2006 "Jimi Project" 
recording and other similar Brown 
arrangements of vintage rock & roll 
songbook compositions by classic rock 
artists of 60s/70s. Phil Brown's Guitar 
Army will be comprised of Phil Brown 
on vocals/guitar, Dave Copenhaver on 
backing vocals/bass, Peter Pollack on 
drums/ backing vocals and three addi
tional national caliber signature guitar 
players to be announced. Phil Brown 
joined Little Feat in the 80's as Lowell 
George's successor and is featured on 

the latest Kool and the Gang 
album. Brown has written 

songs for Cher, Pat 

Mayfest's 
KidZone is 
going to 
be bigger 
and better 
in 2011' 
Williams 

and The 

Saint Francis are 
sponsoring Kid

Zone activities this 
year. In addition to all of 

the fun art activities they've had 

cover story continued on page 16 
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Ce ebrati n 
of the 

A ts 
in the past, they are adding a fossil dig 
tent this year. Tulsa Geosciences Cen
ter will be leading the fossil dig and 
kids can take home what they find! 
On Saturday, May 21st, The Children's 
Hospital at Saint Francis will bring their 
Bear Clinic to KidZone from 11am-
2pm. Tulsa Children's Museum and 
the Tulsa City-County Library are once 
again bringing their Family Music Festi
val on Saturday, May 21st. The Tulsa 
Children's Museum will be playing 
games during each concert intermis
sion. Keep your eyes out for Volt, 
Tulsa Shock's mascot, who will be 
joining us in the fun! There will be 
RECESS, juggling, dancing, and more! 

While you're at Mayfest, be sure to 
visit one of the 25-plus food vendors 
and enjoy lunch, dinner or just a 
snack. Food choices will include 
gyros, corndogs, salads, funnel cakes, 
gumbo, eggrolls and much more' For 
a complete menu with prices, please 
visit www.tulsamayfest.org. 

In addition to the outdoor space, 
Mayfest also features five indoor gal
leries; the Invitational Gallery for Tulsa 
area artists , the Youth Art Gallery, 
which features artwork of Tulsa area 
students, The Center Gallery, featuring 

artwork of clients of The 
Center for Individuals 
with Physical Challenges, 
the Green Gallery: Paper
View, showcasing artwork 
created with reused, recy
cled and re-purposed paper 
materials. 

New for 2011: Art Bike, a 
gallery through a partnership with 
the National Multiple Sclerosis Soci
ety, that will include pieces commis
sioned by local artists 
incorporating used 
bicycle parts. 

Ad-

Mayfest is 
always free! 
Open hours are 
11am-11pm Thursday, May 
19th- Saturday, May 21st and 11am-
6pm on Sunday, May 22nd. 

Mayfest's sponsors make it possi
ble for the festival to remain a free 

event for our community and they in
clude the presenting 

sponsor Mid-

Bank, 
Williams, The 

Children's Hospital at Saint Francis, 
Public Service Company of Oklahoma, 
Metropolitan Real Estate Investors, LLC, 
Corona Extra, T.D. Williamson, Waste 
Management, Luzianne Iced Tea, Jim 
Glover Chevrolet, Southern Journeys, 
SCFM Compression Systems, Inc., 
Oklahoma State University-Tulsa, The 
Gelvin Foundation and Hyatt Regency. 

For more information, including 
schedules, artist listings, parking 

information, etc. please visit 
www.tulsamayfest.org or 

call 918-582-6435. Be 
sure to check out their 
Facebook 
(facebook.com/tul
sainternational
mayfest) and Twitter 

(twitter. com/Mayfest). 
We hope to see you at 

Tulsa International 
Mayfest 2011! • 
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Tulsa artist Michelle Ferment Reid is shown Wednesday at the unveiling of her poster for the 2011 
Tulsa International Mayfest. STEPHEN PINGRY/ Tulsa World 

Mayfest artist captures 
Tulsa's sunrise for poster 
• This year's poster 
draws heavily on 
the Arkansas River. 

BY JAMES D. WATTS JR. 
World Scene Writer 

When Tulsa artist Michelle 
Ferment Reid was cm;nmis
sioned in October to cre
ate the signature image of 
the 2011 Tulsa International 
Mayfest, she looked back 
over the last 38 years of May
fest poster art. 

"I knew I wanted some
thing that was representa
tional, because this is. an im
age that a lot of people are 
going to see," she said. 

"And I also wanted to keep 
it relatively simple and clear, 
because it's going to be used 
for posters and T-shirts and 
note cards and things like 
that." 

Reid also spent a good deal 
of time scouting Tulsa for a 
vantage point that would give 
her a view of the city that she 
hoped would be inspiring . . 

She finally decided on a 
spot in Chandler Park that 
would include two of Tulsa's 
iconic vistas - the city's sky-

line and the Arkansas River. 
The result - which was 

. unveiled Wednesday at the 
Helmerich Research Center 
at Oklahoma State Universi
ty-Tulsa - is "On the Hori
zon." 

It depicts the silhouette 
of a figure standing at an ea
sel looking over a section of 
the Arkansas River toward 
downtown, with the sky be
ginning to turn orange with 
the sunrise as three scissof
tailed flycatchers fly by. 

The 39th annual Tulsa In
ternational Mayfest will be 
held May 19-22 downtown. 

This year's event will fea
ture five indoor galleries 
showcasing more than 800 
works by local artists, in ad
dition to the 120 artists who 
will be showing and selling 
their work in booths along 
and around Main Street. 

Reid's work will be auc
tioned off as part of the 
Mayfest Invitational Gallery 
opening May 18. 

Compared with some of 
the past Mayfest images, 
which tried to capture theca
cophonous nature of Tulsa's 
springtime festival of the arts, 
Reid's work is deliberately 
more contemplative. 

"I deliberately left it vague 
as to whether the figure is 
male or female, because I 
wanted it to represent all art
ists," she said. "And the fact 
that the artist's arm kind of 
flows into the canvas on the 
easel represents the way art
ists really become the work 
they create. 

"I knew I wanted to in
clude the river from the very 
beginning, because I know 
people from other areas .of 
the country who don't know 
Tulsa has a river," Reid said. 

The open sky of Oklahoma 
has been a major influence 
and subject matter for her 
work, which was why she 
also incorporated it into her 
Mayfest image. 
· "I did a lot of thinking 

about whether it should be 
a sunset or a sunrise;' Reid 
said. 

"But in the end, I realized 
that the sunrise was the only 
way to go, because I wanted 
the painting to be about hope 
for what's to come," she said. 
"There are so many great 
things going on in Tulsa, and 
. they need to be celebrated." 

James D. Watts Jr. 918·581·8478 
james.watts@tulsaworld.com 
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Mayfest works to be green 
This weekend is one of my 

favorite times to go to down
town Tulsa. On Thursday, the 
big annual arts fes tival known 
as Mayfest begins. While this 
festival has been celebrating 
the arts in Tulsa for 39 years, 
it has also done a good job 
setting an example of being 
green. 

Mayfest was the first lo
cal festival to work hard at 
recycling beverage contain
ers. Ten years ago, the festi
val asked the M.e.t. to work 
on a plan for recycling. We 
have revised it over the years 
and now have a series of see
through bags and frames for 
recycling the many soda bot
tles and beer cans. The chal
lenge for a free festival like 
Mayfest is that people often 

By Michael 
Patton 
Metropolitan 

Environmental Trust 

bring in their own containers 
or purchase drinks from out
lets other than through the 
festival. 

I also like that Mayfest 
works hard to be green in 
every way possible. The pop
ular commemorative posters 
are all printed on recycled 
paper and use soy-based 
inks. The festival sells t-shirts 
made from 100% organic cot
ton and even has a gallery of 
art made from recycled rna-

terials. This year, the Mayfest 
Green Gallery is focusing . on 
art made from reused, recy
cled, and re-purposed paper. 
I can't wait to see what local 
artists have made this year in 
this gallery titled PaperView. 
This collection of recycled art 
is located at Sixth and Main 
in the Park Centre building. 
It is one of five indoor galler
ies that supplement the 100 
or so booths outside along 
the street. 

Mayfest is also working 
with a local group to provide 
locations for securing bicy
cles, and even offering valet 
service for bikers. The pro
motional materials for media 
are all delivered electroni
cally to avoid excess print
ing, and even the porta-pot-

ties are using certified earth 
friendly chemicals. Mayfest is 
trying to be green in every 
way. 

Tulsa International Mayfest 
has certainly worked hard at 
being as green a festival as 
possible. The work that the 
volunteers do to keep it green 
deserves our praise. It has led 
to other festivals working at 
the little things like recycling. 
I wish every festival tried to 
offer what I consider a must 
for patrons. I believe if you 
are going to invite the public 
and know that you are serving 
in bottles and cans, I believe 
you should be responsible 
and recycle those containers. 
Thank you to Mayfest for un
derstanding that responsibil
ity, I hope to see you there. 
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People, places and events 

2011 Mayfest Ed Farris, MidFirst Bank executive vice president, helps unveil the original art
work for the Mayfest 2011 poster May 4, created by local artist Michelle Firment Reid, right. 



From: Bryan Council
To: Heather Pingry
Subject: Metro Monitor NewsTracker Report - Mayfest 2011
Date: Thursday, June 09, 2011 6:11:30 PM

DVD and Streaming Video News Clips
TV-Radio-Internet Monitoring | Media Intelligence Services

Phone: 800-861-5255     www.metromonitor.com

Metro Monitor NewsTracker Report

1.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    
MAY 4 2011 10:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:

59,864 
News 8 at 10   Calculated Ad

Equivalency:
$1,732 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $5,196 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $825 

[**10:06:51 PM**] Frank does first weather. Tosses back it's an annual
tradition. The unveiling of the MAYFEST pos unveiling of the MAYFEST
poster. This year, the original artwork was created by local artist, Michelle
firment Reid. A contemporary abstract expressionist artist, Reid has a studio in
Tulsa's blue dome district. The MAYFEST poster, signed or unsigned will be
available to buy during the fe festival which runs may 19th through the 22nd.
But, tomorrow, it's time for the Cinco de Mayo street fiesta at 4th and
Cheyenne in downtown Tulsa. We caught up with the folks making giant
pinatas for the celebration.

 
2.  KOKI-FOX  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 5 2011  5:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
26,352 

FOX23 News at 5   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $333 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $999 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $200 

[**05:15:01 PM**] 5 for 5 bucks every day. Today tastes so good. A Tulsa
tradition will soon be back in it's spot, MAYFEST*organizers announced today,
the annual MAYFEST mural*will be "re-painted" at "third" and "main" next
week. A aural has been painted in the area every year since 2007, but was
recently "painted over", when the Hyatt regency* bought the crown plaza
hotel and began remodeling. The new painting will incorporate elements from
previous "MAYFEST artwork", as well a tribute to this year's MAYFEST the
hip bone, is connected to the, leg bone. The leg bone is connected to the, foot
bone, and tonight, some "bone experts" in Oklahoma, will be connected to, a
huge nationwide audience* Fittingly, through the fox show, "bones!

 
3.  KOKI-FOX  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 5 2011  9:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
54,358 

Fox 23 News at 9   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

mailto:bryancouncil@metromonitor.com
mailto:hpingry@tulsamayfest.org
http://www.metromonitor.com/
http://www.metromonitor.com/
Heather2011
Highlight

Heather2011
Highlight

Heather2011
Highlight



$1,040 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $3,120 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $600 

[**09:11:15 PM**] This is the bronze statue donated by nature works. It
will eventually be placed somewhere along the River Park trail, but a
permanent spot has yet to be picked. A Tulsa tradition will soon be back in it's
spot, MAYFEST*the annual MAYFEST mural*will be "re-painted" at "third"
and "main" next week. A mural has been painted in the area every year since
2007, but was recently "painted over", when the Hyatt regency* bought the
crown plaza hotel and began remodeling. The new painting will incorporate
elements from previous "MAYFEST artwork", as well as a tribute to this year's
MAYFEST poster. Tonight, detectives on bones* used some special equipment
to crack k e case "we were contacted by b bes and they wanted to use our
technology. The machine owned by a local chiropractic clinic that made it to
National television.

 
4.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 5 2011  5:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
13,482 

Good Morning Oklahoma 1st   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $163 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $489 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**05:37:01 AM**] Free dance lessons, live music and even a bit of Cinco
de Mayo history everyone is invited to the event! It's an annual tradition. The
unveiling of the MAYFEST poster. This year, the original artwork was created
by local artist, Michelle firment Reid. A contemporary abstract expressionist
artist, Reid has a studio in Tulsa's blue dome district. The MAYFEST poster,
signed or unsigned will be available to buy during the festival which runs may
19th through the 22nd. Not a big surprise to fans, blake griffin is neamed the
NBA rookie-of- the-year the native of Oklahoma City and former sooner star
received an unanimous vote! The la clippers first year pro is the f is the first
rookie to get every vote since David Robinson in 1990 and only the third
unanimous choice in NBA history.

 
5.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 5 2011  5:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
13,482 

Good Morning Oklahoma 1st   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $97 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $291 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**05:48:36 AM**] Elote restaurant will be the hub of activities, incl uding
luchador wrestling. The festivities start at 11 this morning, the luchador
matches, begin at 5. Michelle firment Reid is the featured artist of this years
MAYFEST poster which was unveiled on Wednesday. The MAYFEST poster,
signed or unsigned will be available to buy during the festival which runs may
19th through the 22nd. Former sooner and Oklahoma native blake griffin is the
nba's rookie of the year. Griffin averaged over 22 points and 12 rebounds a
game in his first NBA season.

 
6.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 5 2011  6:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:

Heather2011
Highlight

Heather2011
Highlight

Heather2011
Highlight

Heather2011
Highlight

Heather2011
Highlight

Heather2011
Highlight



20,808 
Good Morning Oklahoma   Calculated Ad

Equivalency: $533 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,599 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**06:36:58 AM**] Free dance lessons, live music and even a bit of Cinco
de Mayo history everyone is invited to the event! It's an annual tradition. The
unveiling of the MAYFEST poster. This year, the original artwork was created
by local artist, Michelle firment Reid. A contemporary abstract expressionist
artist, Reid has a studio in Tulsa's blue dome district. The MAYFEST poster,
signed or unsigned will be available to buy during the festival which runs may
19th through the 22nd. Toss to traffic screen 1 screen 2 toss to weather
weather update it's been rumored to exist for years, but now there's no
denying it. We're talking about the top secret helicopte secret helicopters used
in the Bin Laden raid.

 
7.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 10 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
68,419 

2News at 6   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $160 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $480 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $160 

[**06:05:47 PM**] Crews will start that work in 2013. Tulsans are once
again able to say "meet me at the MAYFEST mural". The iconic mural was
painted over when Hyatt bought the crown plaza hotel. The latest edition of
the mural began taking shape today and will take several weeks to complete.
MAYFEST officials hope to add to the mural every spring. 2-news, and our
parent company, ew scripps, are committed to keeping kids safe. The scripps
Howard foundation made a one-thousand dollar donation to Tulsa's John knox
child development center.

 
8.  KOKI-FOX  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 10 2011  5:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
26,352 

FOX23 News at 5    
  

 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $200 
[**05:17:29 PM**] 6.18 in this room, 6.32 may have ms. the bikes are in
the gallery, s part of MAYFEST celebrations* and will be on display through
the end of the month. Weather animadlib tossjames at wxwall r: male
announcer the Davis twins, are alike in nearly every way, right down to
brushing their teeth.

 
9.  KOKI-FOX  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 10 2011  5:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
26,352 

FOX23 News at 5   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $353 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,059 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $200 

[**05:36:29 PM**] We're just over a week away, from the beginning of
"MAYFEST". Work is underway, on the traditional "MAYFEST mural,

Heather2011
Highlight

Heather2011
Highlight



downtown. William Franklin, started work on the mural, this morning. It's
being painted on the side of the Hyatt regency, at t third and main street. A
MAYFEST mural, has been on the side of the building since 2007. It was
painted over last year, as part of the renovations, when Hyatt bought the 4.36
it's nice to have, 4.
[**05:37:09 PM**] 46 interest to downtown. This is the third time, Franklin
has painted the mural. He s ss, weather permitting, he'll have it finished by
the time MAYFEST kicks off, may a car, speeding down the street, without a
driver. And some special pandas celebrate a landmark birthday. Jet black, from
106-point-9 k-hits, has tonights, "caught on tape.

 
10.  KOKI-FOX  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 10 2011  9:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
54,358 

Fox 23 News at 9   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $960 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $2,880 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $600 

[**09:19:01 PM**] Pocket full of hope*would also like to move its location
to have more space, it already owns a bigger building, it's the old "big ten
ballroom" on apache. The problem is getting the money to renovate it. We're
just over a week away, from the beginning of "MAYFEST". Work is underway,
on the traditional "MAYFEST mural, downtown. William Franklin, started work
on the mural, this morning. It's being painted on the side of the Hyatt
regency, at third, and main streets. A MAYFEST mural, has been on the side
of the building since 2007. It was painted over last year, as part of the
renovations, when Hyatt bought the hotel. This is the third time, Franklin has
papated the mural. He says, weather permitting, he'll have it finished by the
time MAYFEST kicks off, may 19th. Letters are going out tonight to parents
affected by project schoolhouse* But, as oberg*reports, some parents aren't
waiting for those letters.

 
11.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 10 2011  10:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
95,662 

News on 6 at Ten   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$1,650 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $4,950 

 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,500 
[**10:16:51 PM**] The "art bike" exhibit is sponsored by National Multiple
Sclerosis society. The pieces were built by nine local artists, and 20 Tulsa
elementary students brandi davidson, Multiple Sclerosis society: Tulsa's full of
amazing talent and what a great venue for us to be here at the pac and so
much wonderful support. The bikes will be part of this year's MAYFEST, and
will on display through the end of the month. New at 10, a canine
commencment. Samson the service dog showed off the skills that earned him
his diploma at tonight's ou Tulsa graduation.

 
12.  KQCW-CW  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 10 2011  9:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
14,095 

News on 6 at 9    



  
  

[**09:12:30 PM**] How his ride will help soldiers wounded in battle. Plus,
an artist gets started on a green country tradiation. A sneak peak at the
MAYFEST mural. 
[**09:16:39 PM**] Crews willl start on site work within 30 days. They hope
to open the casino in a year. Work is going on in downtown Tulsa to repaint
the MAYFEST mural. William Franklin is painting it on the same wall where
the original mural has been growing since 2007. The original art was painted
over when the Hyatt rency bought the hotel.

 

13.  NEWSON6.COM-CBS  Television Website   TULSA, OK,
MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 10 2011  9:19PM CT   
New Mayfest Mural Being Painted In Downtown Tulsa    

  
  

View New MAYFEST Mural Being Painted In Downtown Tulsa The new
MAYFEST Mural is being painted in downtown Tulsa. TULSA, Oklahoma Work
is going on in downtown Tulsa to repaint the MAYFEST Mural. William
Franklin is painting it on the same wall where the original mural has been
growing since 2007. Oklahoma Governor Signs State Pension Overhaul Bills
Republican Gov.

 
14.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 11 2011  6:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
29,310 

Six In The Morning   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $435 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,305 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $450 

[**06:34:46 AM**] It's now the same limit as driving a vehicle on the road,
point oh-eight. The department of public safety says there have been more
than 100 alcohol, or intoxicating substance related boating accidents since
2003, with more than 40 deaths. Work continues downtown Tulsa to repaint
the MAYFEST mural. William Franklin is painting it on the same wall
downtown, where the original mural was since 2007. The original art was
painted over when the Hyatt regency bought the hotel.

 
15.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 11 2011  7:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
48,960 

Six In The Morning   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$1,905 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $5,715 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $450 

[**07:40:04 AM**] Vet answers question nanci give her cat furball
medicine as directed. How can we help prevent her from throwing them up
while in the house? Vet answers question it was painted over when Hyatt took
over, but now an artist is bringing the MAYFEST mural back to life. And look
at this uniqie reptile that's made a visit to six in the morning learn all about
the leopard gecko.

http://www.newson6.com/story/14619527/new-mayfest-mural-being-painted-in-downtown-tulsa
http://www.newson6.com/story/14619527/new-mayfest-mural-being-painted-in-downtown-tulsa


 
16.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 11 2011  12:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
61,485 

News On 6 At Noon   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $210 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $630 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $300 

[**12:08:45 PM**] Again, you can catch jennifer's special report coming up
tonight at 10. When a downtown hotel was sold, the neighborhood lost a piece
of art. But just in time for MAYFEST, it's being brought back to life. And a
group of people is going to get to see the unreleased photos of Osama Bin
Laden. Who they are, and if Oklahomans are in the group.

 
17.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 11 2011  12:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
61,485 

News On 6 At Noon   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $230 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $690 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $300 

[**12:14:17 PM**] Researchers looked at patients with stage two or stage
three breast cancer. They found those with certain genetic markers were more
likely to survive after chemo. It's a piece of art in the middle of downtown
Tulsa, and now, it's getting a second life, just in time for MAYFEST. And parts
of the state could see severe weather today. Dick has a look at the forecast
next.

 
18.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 11 2011  12:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
61,485 

News On 6 At Noon   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $120 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $360 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $300 

[**12:21:42 PM**] To repaint the MAYFEST mural. William Franklin is
painting it on the same wall downtown, where the original mural was since
2007. The original art was painted over when the Hyatt regency bought the
hotel.

 
19.  KQCW-CW  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 11 2011  8:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
8,628 

Six In The Morning    
  
  

[**08:34:16 AM**] Accordinto a survery done by aarp, higher gas, y and
health care costs, coupled with rising electric rates is making it harder for
Oklahomans to pay their bills. More than 75 percent of those surveyed
expressed concern about the rising rates. Work is going on in downtown Tulsa
to repaint the MAYFEST mural. William Franklin is painting it on the same
wall downtown, where the original mural was since 2007. The original art was
painted over when the Hyatt regency bought the hotel.



 
20.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 12 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
86,298 

News on 6 at Six   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $500 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,500 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,000 

[**06:21:20 PM**] A cool weekend. A lot of festivals going on. Rooster
days in broken arrow and the stilwell festival and the next round of severe
weather will be coming up for MAY FEST. Next Thursday. That's an update.

 
21.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 13 2011  5:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
72,857 

News on 6 at Five   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $667 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $2,001 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,000 

[**05:21:17 PM**] And 66 in the afternoon than looks good. And as far as
extending the forecast out, notice the lows, chilly and then sunshine and 72
on Monday. As we check out what's happening for next week, right when MAY
FEST start, here comes a chance of storms. Wednesday night, Thursday and
Friday. What are you doing in owasso?

 
22.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 13 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
86,298 

News on 6 at Six   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $867 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $2,601 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,000 

[**06:20:55 PM**] It's going to feel cold but let me tell you, you could go
home red-faced late in the afternoon if you go to any of the festivals going on.
Slowly warming, the nighttime lows in the 40s and here comes a chance of
rain and storms. Looks to be coming up Thursday for the kickoff of MAYFEST.
My goodness! Wouldn't you know.

 
23.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 14 2011  10:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
63,918 

News on 6 at Ten   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $900 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $2,700 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,500 

[**10:01:51 PM**] We've teamed up with the community food bank of
eastern Oklahoma, and you can help. Tara, we have a whole page at news on
six dot com dedicated to the "food for kids" backpack program. We'll have a
booth out at MAYFEST which starts this Thursday may 19th, some of your
favorite news on six anchors will be at the booth throughout MAYFEST. I'll be
out there next Saturday at noon. So come out and say 'hello.

 
24.  KQCW-CW  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    



MAY 14 2011  9:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
10,596 

News on 6 at 9    
  
  

[**09:02:01 PM**] We've teamed up with the community food bank of
eastern Oklahoma, and you can help. Tara, we have a whole page at news on
six dot com dedicated to the "food for kids" backpack program. We'll have a
booth out at MAYFEST which starts this thursda19th, some of your favorite
nesix anchors will be at the booth throughout MAYFEST. I'll be out there next
Saturday at noon. So come out and say 'hello.

 
25.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 15 2011  5:30PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
36,786 

News on 6 at 5:30   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $660 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,980 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $550 

[**05:44:36 PM**] And this is something that anyone in a wheelchair
would do anything to be able to do after countless hours of work, austin's
dream came true this weekend. He put on his cap and gown and walked
across the stage to show his parents and the world there is hope for those
who never thought they would walk again. Our sunny skies could give way to
storms next week, dick tells us when we could see thunderstorm s, and he has
a look ahead to MAYFEST in his future view forecast. Stay with us. Male
announcer for 5 bucks, you can get a sub.

 
26.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 16 2011  11:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
29,375 

2 News at Midday   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $112 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $336 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $75 

[**11:42:19 AM**] 2 playdates this week, where is Thursday's playdate
and what will you be doing? Westside y, hiking and archery)what's on tap for
Friday's playdate? MAYFEST, kidzone) you've got a couple of great contests
going on to help keep the kids busy this summer. What are you giving away
and how to people qualify? Two 1-week sessions at camp loughridge, and
sending 2 kids to YMCA camp to then blog about experience)and, three-year-
old saylor is our cutie of the week.

 
27.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 17 2011  5:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
46,971 

2 News at 5   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $65 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $195 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $150 

[**05:26:00 PM**] Plus, where was that artist set-up we saw last year? Do
you remember where to find your favorite food vendor? The new app helping
MAYFEST visitors find their way around. Tonight on channel 2, wheel of



fortune at 6:30. At seven o'clock is two hours of biggest loser couples.
 
28.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 17 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
68,419 

2News at 6   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $448 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,344 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $160 

[**06:02:20 PM**] We're not talking about new apartments or businesses.
Several city blocks are being transforming into the city's largest art gallery.
MAYFEST is getting ready to open this week. 2news reporter Jason grubbs
joins us live from one of the newest additions to the event. Jason? 
[**06:02:53 PM**] This is a busy time of year for artist Christopher
westfall. He's printing off reproductions of his work and packing up dozens
more. MAYFEST is one of his biggest shows. "Huge amount of people come
to it every year. "For Tulsa this is by far the best venue to get your stuff out
there. 
[**06:03:06 PM**] Executive director Heather pingry says before
MAYFEST can even open, eight-city blocks have to be transformed in the next
24 hours. Barricades will block off streets, and tents will start popping up on
Wednesday. Electrictions are working on the wiring. New this year, a
MAYFEST mural and digital event map. "Anybody that has a smart phone of
anytime will be able to download it search for artists, it's got their booth
numbers it's got a complete list of food vendors, where they are what their
menu is, prices. A lot of people are hoping for better weather than last year. 
[**06:03:46 PM**] But, pingry is quick to point out it hasn't always been
wet. "In 2007 and 2008 we had 75 degrees and sunny the entire festival all
four days so, it can happen! Laughs) MAYFEST starts on Thursday and runs
through Sunday. And keep in mind that the roads will start closing around here
tomorrow. Reporting live from downtown Tulsa, Jason grubbs 2news works for
you.

 
29.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 17 2011  10:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
54,143 

2 News at 10P   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $570 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,710 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $450 

[**10:10:52 PM**] And Tulsa community college put the money towards
the metro campus distance learning center. Tomorrow several roads in
downtown Tulsa will shut down. Crews will start setting up the booths for
MAYFEST. This year 120 artists will be displaying their work. And dozens of
others set-up in galleries. 
[**10:11:14 PM**] "Anybody that has a smart phone of any kind will be
able to download it search for artists. It's got their booth numbers it's got a
complete list of food vendors, where they are what their menu is, prices.
MAYFEST starts Thursday. More than 350-thousand people visit the event
every year. Can't find a parking space?

 
30.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 17 2011  7:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:



48,960 
Six In The Morning   Calculated Ad

Equivalency:
$1,635 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $4,905 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $450 

[**07:46:38 AM**] And you can hear the four man band, FM pilots, this
weekend at MAYFEST. But first you can hear them here, on six in the
morning. And joining us is the guys of FM pilots, Nick whitaker and Josh
kephart. 
[**07:46:51 AM**] And joining us is the guys of FM pilots, Nick whitaker
and Josh kephart. Good morning. Sorry not scripted for closed captioning q &
a you can hear FM pilots this Thursday, may 19-th at 8 PM at MAYFEST.
They will be performing at the 4-th and Boston stage. Best part, it's free.

 
31.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 17 2011  5:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
72,857 

News on 6 at Five   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$6,167 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $18,501 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,000 

[**05:13:42 PM**] Carl strauhs, crossing guard: "it's really an honor, I love
my kids. How his job helps students stay safe every day. And this great
weather is what spring is supposed to feel like, travis tells has our MAYFEST
forecast. In this evening's checkup, changes to the labels on some popular
over the counter pain relievers and fever reducers for children.

 
32.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 17 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
86,298 

News on 6 at Six   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $667 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $2,001 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,000 

[**06:20:55 PM**] By the time we get into Thursday, again, a chance of
afternoon and evening storms. Best chance of bad weather on Friday.
MAY-FEST kicks off Thursday and hopefully we can kick it off without a
thunder here. We will ask to see if we can get the rain out west for the time
period and a chance of a few storms. 80s, night time lows mid to upper 60s.

 
33.  KQCW-CW  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 17 2011  8:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
8,628 

Six In The Morning    
  
  

[**08:18:41 AM**] Which means adoptions from the checotah shelter are
free, nats: singing, I ain't in checotah anymore. So even though she not in
checotah anymore, all those hits are make lives better in her Oklahoma
hometown, nats: barking Rick wells news on 6 if you'd like more information
about the new animlter in checotah, or about carrie's foundation, we' ve



provided a couple of links in the web version of rick's story at news on 6 dot
com. Ad-lib toss to weathe lets opening night of MAYFEST on Thursday but
orning they're live in our studio.

 
34.  KQCW-CW  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 17 2011  8:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
8,628 

Six In The Morning    
  
  

[**08:23:55 AM**] Making a name for itself on the music scene. You can
hear the four man group this Thursday, may 19-th at 8 PM at MAYFEST.
They will be performing at the 4-th and Boston stage. Best part, it's free.

 
35.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 17 2011  9:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
22,519 

Good Day Tulsa   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $847 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $2,541 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**09:40:50 AM**] Breakthrough counseling 2016 west Houston street
broken arrow 918-286-3278 www. Lindakats. Com from MAYFEST to an
italian fest, craig and Heather have it all. The kxoj family entertainment report
is coming up, next.

 
36.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 18 2011  5:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
72,857 

News on 6 at Five   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$2,200 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $6,600 

 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,000 
[**05:11:52 PM**] Lori the story behind the piece of art created here, that
was good enough to cause the makers of a drink for the Kentucky derby to
take notice. Craig plus, a wet start to our day may just be a sign of things to
come. Travis has details on what could turn out to be stormy MAYFEST are
not satisfied with being part of the demand, and not the supply. We refuse to
blindly depend on places and people who know nothing of our heartland.
Making our country less dependent on others is a dream that beats in the
heart of Americans, and takes shape in the hands of Oklahomans. 
[**05:16:37 PM**] Lori marita walizer is already preparing for the next
mint julep design contest. No word yet if she plans on using her backyard as a
backdrop this time. MAYFEST kicks off tomorrow in downtown Tulsa. They've
already blocked off streets and are setting up tents and food vendors. There
will be plenty of food, music and, of course, artwork.

 
37.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 18 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
86,298 

News on 6 at Six   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:



$2,033 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $6,099 

 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,000 
[**06:16:16 PM**] The fun center is mobil so it can go almost anywhere
even up next to a child's bed. Sunny skies turned cloudy, even stormy in mid
may. Crews spent the day setting up for MAY FEST in the heart of downtown
Tulsa. No matter the weather the celebration of arts and music offers someone
for everyone. It showcases 120 artists and three stages of entertainment. 
[**06:16:48 PM**] You can find more information in the web version of
this story and we'll be out there also with our friends helping collect donations
for the community food bank of Oklahoma. We hope you'll stop by our booth
at 6th an main. MAY FEST weather has to deal with this thing. That's a big
low pressure system, kind of a cutoff low, major wave is another way we use
to describe it. This is the energy, the darker shades of red indicating the
stronger energy, which usually is the dynamics for strong to severe
thunderstorms.

 
38.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 18 2011  9:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
22,519 

Good Day Tulsa   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $703 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $2,109 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**09:54:31 AM**] And at eight, "modern family" is changing the face of
comedy. Find out why jay's face looks like it's melting off. Tease weather are
you looking for a toss back tomorrow, you're first look at all the arts and
crafts, live, at MAYFEST. The Tulsa drillers score a homerun with this
Saturday's giveaway. Your kids are going to love it.

 
39.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 18 2011  4:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
21,494 

News 8 at 4PM   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $362 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,086 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $125 

[**04:04:31 PM**] Runs outcue =khnc8 1st wx separator Frank does first
weather. Frank hard toss back. Rain or shine, MAYFEST begins in downtown
Tulsa tomorrow. Vendors spent the day setting up their booths for the annual
arts festival. You can find it on main street between 3rd and 6th, there are
120 artists from across the country taking part, plus, three stages featuring
live music, and a kids zone with activities for ch children.

 
40.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 18 2011  5:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
40,729 

News 8 at 5    
  

 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $375 
[**05:14:04 PM**] He still apparently intends on returning to his movie
career. TJ winick, ABC News, New York. Main wx open still to come,
MAYFEST isn't the only arts festival in downtown Tulsa this weekend.



 
41.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 18 2011  5:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
40,729 

News 8 at 5   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$3,425 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $10,275 

 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $375 
[**05:23:52 PM**] Set up is also underway in the blue dome district. And a
set back for the Oklahoma City thunder, but the deck may have been stacked
against them in their first game against Dallas. Break 2 it a few minutes ago,
MAYFEST kicks off at 11 A.M. it's an annual tradition in downtown Tulsa, with
120 artists from around the country taking part. The festival is totally free, and
stretches along main street, from 3rd to 6th. You can see the booths are
already going up, along with 3 stages of entertainment and five indoor
galleries.
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Equivalency: $100 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $300 
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[**06:08:09 PM**] The maverick's one-up the thunder. We have reaction
from the team. And the set-up is underway, for Tulsa's MAYFEST. But here's
the big question. Will it rain once again?
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[**06:14:06 PM**] Com. If you're looking for something to do this
weekend. You can't go wrong with MAYFEST. It starts Thursday in the heart
of downtown Tulsa, and runs until Sunday evening. This is the 39-th year, for
this very special festival. 
[**06:14:19 PM**] This is the 39-th year, for this very special festival. All
the artists and vendors are getting ready as we speak. MAYFEST is like
visiting a giant open-air art gallery, with great food and music. This year it
also features an improved kids zone, to make it improved kids zone, to make it
fun for everyone in the family. While the forecast is so- so, MAYFEST goes
on, even with a little rain. "We have 5 indoor galaries so if people want to get
out of the rain they can go inside they can still enjoy art and MAYFEST and
come back out when it stops. If its severe weather we've got plans in place
this is MAYFEST after all we've handled it before so we'll handle it again if it
pope up this year. MAYFEST is also doing its also doing its best, to go green.
If you ride your bike downtown. There will be valet parking to secure your
bike while you visit the festival.
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Tulsa's Mayfest Goes High Tech With Interactive App    

  
  

View Tulsa's MAYFEST Goes High Tech With Interactive App TULSA,
Oklahoma To help those attending Tulsa's MAYFEST this weekend an
interactive mobile map is being unveiled. MAYFEST and has a smart phone
can view a complete event schedule as well as search for food vendors, artists
and restrooms. In addition, smart phone owners can scan the QR codes found
on MAYFEST signs to access the mobile maps. "We are delighted to sponsor
MAYFEST this year and be a part of their efforts to 'Go Green' with the
introduction of our Mobile Map. MAYFEST is such an enjoyable event for
Tulsa and we hope our mobile map helps people find all their MAYFEST
favorites as well as discover many more, said Stuart McDaniel, Managing
Partner, GuRuStu Group. The mobile map will active on May 19, 2011, the first
day of the four day event. Tulsa Police Officer Injured In Patrol Car Crash A
Tulsa Police officer was shaken up after his patrol car hydroplaned on an East
Tulsa street and crashed Wednesday morning.
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[**06:24:07 AM**] A new tape from Osama Bin Laden has surfaced. His
message from the grave, has many wondering if this is his last. Everything you
need to know about MAYFEST, coming up. And i'll be back with a look at our
weather, you're watching 2news today, xxxxx break-11 xxxxx good morning,
it's Thursday, may 19th. Here's how we're working for you right now reporter
adlibs)Osama Bin Laden is dead, but his voice continues to be heard.
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[**06:31:04 AM**] The house speaker says it will get injured workers back
on the job faster and with reduced medical bills. Supporters say the law helps
create a more favorable business climate in Oklahoma. Today kicks off the first
day of MAYFEST. This year 120 artists will be displaying their work. And
dozens of others set-up in galleries. New this year, a MAYFEST mural at third
and main. And a digital event map for your smartphone. It features artists'
booth numbers and a list of food vendors. MAYFEST runs through Sunday.
How's the drive in so far this morning?
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[**11:00:24 AM**] Open animation art from around the country, delicious
food, and great music. It's all happening in downtown Tulsa this weekend. A
preview of MAYFEST, just ahead. And, the FBI wants to know if Ted
kaczynski had anything to do with another decades-old multiple murder case.
What he's being investigated for this time. 
[**11:00:48 AM**] I'm justin wilfon. And I'm erin christy. MAYFEST 2011
is just getting underway this morning and the lunch crowd will soon fill the
streets of downtown Tulsa. The four-day festival is expected to draw more
than 350- thousand people to the city. 2 news reporter Dan pearlman talked
to vendors this morning as they put the finishing touches on the festival. 
[**11:01:10 AM**] And the food. "Putting our lemons in our fresh
lemonade and punch bowls. The 39th annual MAYFEST is here. "This is a
wonderful show. This is one of the top shows in Oklahoma. 
[**11:01:27 AM**] And see some of old friends. Friends, like Kevin byrne.
The potter from Tulsa is also a MAYFEST regular. "People always say who are
you? Where you from? 
[**11:01:42 AM**] And of course, getting ready for the next four days, all
eyes are to the skies. "Yea its a concern. Rain is no stranger to MAYFEST.
But even with everything set up outside, there are also five galeries to enjoy
inside. So no matter what comes, "if it's sunny and its 75 or 80 its wonderful. 
[**11:01:57 AM**] So no matter what comes, "if it's sunny and its 75 or 80
its wonderful. If it's not we still have a good time. Debuting this year is a new
interactive map for your phone or I-pad, you'll find a complete MAYFEST
schedule, and you can search for artists, vendors and other activities. From
your smartphone or I- pad, just go to MAYFEST Mobile dot com. It's a free
app. President Obama has approved Oklahoma's request for additional federal
aid related to the February snow storm.
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[**05:04:00 PM**] The funds will be available for expenses related to
damage, snow removal and response costs. The storm cost an estimated
eight- point-seven million dollars. MAYFEST 2011 is now underway and
people are already filling the streets of downtown Tulsa. The 39th annual
outdoor art festival began at 11 this morning. About 350-thosuand people are
expected throughout the weekend. 
[**05:04:15 PM**] "If it's sunny and it's 75 or 80 its wonderful. If it's not
we still have a good time. Debuting this year a new interactive map for your
phone or I-pad, you'll find a complete MAYFEST schedule, and you can
search for artists, vendors and other activities. From your smartphone or I-
pad, just go to MAYFEST Mobile dot com. It's a free app. New tonight, teach
for America announces they will open a teacher training institute in Tulsa.
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[**06:02:59 PM**] The bill was named after 16-year old cody greenhaw of
Tulsa. He died of an alcohol and drug overdose during a party that was hosted
by another teen's parents. MAYFEST is up and running, despite the threat of
severe weather for part of it. The four-day art festival runs through Sunday
and has been plagued by storms in recent years. 
[**06:03:10 PM**] What kind of weather will MAYFEST fans face tonight?
We turn to chief meteorologist Dan threlkeld for the answer. Hard tossa Tulsa
elementary school is getting a much-needed makeover, with the help of a local
church.
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[**07:05:01 AM**] Rain could cause trouble for MAYFEST. Meteorologist
Michael seger joins us now with a look at today's forecast water from the
Mississippi river continues to rush through Louisiana spillways. The mass of
water is putting homes and crops underwater.
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FOX23 News at Noon    
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[**12:10:39 PM**] Later, the melting pot is here making a dark chocolate
fondue! Plus, are you wasting money without even knowing it? Still to come,
what some of the biggest money wasters are, but first, MAYFEST starts
today! What you need to know before you head downtown, coming up next.
3q why do we choooo coppertone sport? 
[**12:15:10 PM**] 1:05:54 the city is gonna being shocked by the story I
guarantee youshe's talking because of what happens if she they're never
gonna know and nothings ever gonna happen 1:23:50 I worry if they're
hungry and I worry are t ty going to be able to get out of here this
month1:25:20 I know there are people who are able to help and I hope this
finds those who are willing it's a story you don't want to miss. See it tonight
on fox23 news at 9. The annual "downtown arts festival", MAYFEST* starts
today. You can find it on "main reet", from 3rd to 6th. The festival features
120 artists, three stages, for entertainment, and, five "indoor art galleries. This
year, MAYFEST is also offering recycling stations, for alumuminum and
plastic, and maps, for people who'd like to "bike" to the festival. For more
information on MAYFEST, including a schedule of performers, go to



fox23.Com, and click on the fox box. Weather starts here a significant security
flaw has been uncovered in google's android operating system for
smartphones.
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[**09:12:51 PM**] In some storage units, there's a lot more going on. On
daybreak, could eating raw food help you shed some winter weight? And,
hundreds of runners lace up wearing nothing but their it's that time of year
again, time for MAYFEST* that's when hundreds of local artists gather to
"showcase" their best work. The booths opened, at "11 this morning". So far,
the rain hasn't been too much of a problem and vendors say, come rain or
shine they're just glad to be there. 
[**09:17:13 PM**] The bowl is made from sheet copper. I hammer it from
this side with a ball pen hammer and then I turn it over and hammer it over
th a steak to smooth it out. "This is ben's first time to appear at MAYFEST
and he says come rain or shine he and his copper are here to stay. Clay and
chera the artists close up their tents around 8:00 each night so if you're an art
lover you'll need to get out here a little early so you can browse the different
pieces. Reporting live at MAYFEST phillips fox 23 news. New at ten,
Sharon*introduces us to another artist who's traveled green country.
MAYFEST runs now until Sunday. Gates are e open from "11 to 11", Thursday
through Saturday. And "11 to 6" on Sunday. As many tulsans are enjoying
MAYFEST* a group of Christians are getting ready to go to heaven. A
Christian family radio fellowship" out of California* is counting down the hours.
They say the world will end at 6pm Eastern Time on May 21-st*
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[**10:07:56 PM**] Triple-A* saysys, Americans will go ahead with their
travel plans for the holiday weekend. Nearly "35-million Americans" are
expected to travelel0-miles or more between may 26th* and may 30th* and
most will drive. "120 artists", "3 stages" and "5 indoor galleries", will make up
this year's MAYFEST* Artists and vendors have gathered in "downtown
Tulsa", each hoping you'll visit their booths. Fox 23's Sharon phillips* joins us
live from MAYFEST* this evening and Sharon, you spoke with some of the
many talented artists today! Yes chera I found one incredible lady who is using
her talents to capture a piece of Tulsa's history. Taking a stroll downtown
through the booths at MAYFEST one particular artist might catch your eye.
The work of Liz ingersoll, a local photographer who's capturing today what
could be gone tomorrow. 24:16 "for me personally, I want to capture my
history to show my daughter things that were important to me growing up,



you know that may not always be here.
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[**05:00:23 AM**] A look at the distrubing trend of setting yourself on fire,
making sure you are prepared for any severe weather headed our way. A look
at our weather radio app and how you can get it for free. And, MAYFEST
kicks off later today. But will the weather cooperate this year? Good morning. 
[**05:00:38 AM**] We'll check the morning's top stories in a moment. But
first, Alan captioning. If the weather cooperates, downtown Tulsa will be
packed starting today as MAYFEST goers gather at the arts festival. Crews
spent Wednesday setting up for the four-day festival the free festival
showcases 120 artists and three stages of entertainment, in fact, two great
friends of "6 in the morning" will perform. Kyle dillingham will close out the
main stage on Saturday night playing with Phil brown and his guitar army,
and, Susan herndon will play at 5:30 on Saturday with the cherrypickers,
coming up in our six o'clock hour, Jamie mcgriff will be live from MAYFEST
with more on this year's schedule. And the news on 6 will be out there
throughout this week and weekend, with our friends from midfirst bank,
helping collect donations for the community food bank. Leanne will be out
there today from noon to two, we hope you'll stop by our booth at sixth and
main.
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[**05:06:44 AM**] Emergency management officials say about 48 hundred
people in the state of Mississippi have been displaced because of the floods.
It's now time) Will it rain for MAYFEST? Alan crone is keeping a close eye on
a system that is making it's way towards green country. And, in the check up,
toxic salon treatments.
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[**05:59:52 AM**] Three green country students are hospitalized for taking
pills, handed out at school. And two Oklahomans come across buried treasure
in the bahamas, and no one knows how what they found, got there. Jamie live
tease MAYFESTGOOD morning. Welcome to "six in the morning. It's
Thursday, may 19th, I'm rich lenz. 



[**06:01:58 AM**] The man then ran off, without getting anything. If you
know anything that can help, call crimestoppers at 918-596-cops. The annual
MAYFEST festival invades downtown Tulsa starting today. Organizers say the
event has a 6 million dollar economic impact on the City of Tulsa. And with
this being a weather dependant event, folks are crossing their fingers that the
rain will somehow hold off.
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[**06:29:14 AM**] The answer, coming up. But first, alan's been keeping
an eye on the weather this morning, his forecast, ch lenz, we'll check the
morning's news in just a moment. But first, Alan has a look at international
MAYFEST kicks off today. 
[**06:30:16 AM**] It's a four-day arts festival that's become a staple for
the city and for local artists and vendors. Jamie mcgriff is live with a look at
what's being featured at this year's festival. MAYFEST organizers say 600
local artists will participate in MAYFEST. Heather pingry is here to tell us
more about the galleries, ad-lib interview VO)Thursday through Saturday
11am to 11pm.
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[**06:59:47 AM**] I'm leanne Taylor. We'll check the morning's top stories
in a moment. But first, Alan has a MAYFEST kicks off today, and if MAYFEST
kicks off today, and if you're new to Tulsa, it's an arts and entertainment
event that attracts thousands of people to downtown. Jamie mcgriff joins us
live with a look at what's being featured this weekend. Event organizers expect
350-thousand people to come out this year.
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[**07:08:02 AM**] Oprah is no longer tops the most powerful list, find out
which musician has taken over. Plus a diabetes drug will be pulled from
shelves because it poses a big heart attack risk. And is MAYFEST going to be
rained out this year, Alan has a check of the forecast.
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[**07:29:47 AM**] And if you believe what billboards say the end of the
world is this weekend. Jamie adlib tease, 2:30 I'm leanne Taylor, I'm rich lenz,
we'll check the morning's news in just a moment. But first, Alan has a look at
Alan on cam)i4a r0 I $you about all the entertainment options at MAYFEST
this weekend. But there's something else you can participate in to help those
in need. Jamie mcgriff is live downtown with details.
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[**12:00:18 PM**] A warning for parents about the videos showing up
online. An ancient Chinese therapy, that's proving as effective for pets as it is
people. And Tulsa is buzzing, as MAYFEST takes over downtown. Good
afternoon, thanks for joining us. I'm Jamie mcgriff. The 2011 Tulsa
international MAYFEST is officially underway. It started just about an hour
ago, and festival-goers are already making their way downtown. The festival is
running today through Sunday, opening at 11 am each day. 
[**12:00:53 PM**] The festival is running today through Sunday, opening
at 11 am each day. Coming up later in the news on six at noon, we'll be
talking live with the festival chair Mary jo sartain about what you can expect
this year. And if it's MAYFEST, that means rain. Script unavailable for closed
captioning)pitch back to anchor)Oklahoma's reputation earns a spot on a list
you really don't want to be on. Turns out, the sooner state is the seventh most
disaster prone state in the nation.
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[**12:11:04 PM**] Authorites say each of the 513 people paid 7-thousand
dollars to cross the border into the U.S. they did not make it over the border,
instead they're at a migrant detention center in Mexico. Severe weather
season is upon us, up next, how you can get a weather radio on your phone,
for free. And will this year's MAYFEST be washed out? Mike has the forecast
heart of severe weather season and having a weather radio is one of the best
ways to stay alert to threatening weather.
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[**12:19:39 PM**] It usually costs 9-99, so make sure you get it today. It's
an ancient Chinese therapy, but now some vets are finding its just as effective
on pets, as it is on people. But first, here's a live look at MAYFEST, going on
right now in heck-up at noon, after nearly a decade of controversy, the FDA is
taking steps to curb the use of the diabetes drug avandia. Starting in
November, avandia will only be available by mail order at select pharmacies.
Studies have found the drug increases the chance of a heart attack or stroke
by nearly 40 percent.
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[**12:47:33 PM**] No word yet if she plans on using her backyard as a
backdrop this time. Generic noon show bump soft)festival promises to be a
great one. News on six's leanne Taylor is live at MAYFEST, with the festival
chair, Mary jo sartain. Segment unscripted for captioning, the festival runs
today through Sunday, the times are on your screen. 
[**12:50:57 PM**] It's across downtown Tulsa. News on 6 information,
there's a special site set up for your cell phone, MAYFEST Mobile dot com.
Oprah may be just days away from her finale, but she's still one of the world's
most powerful celebrities. Find out who else is topping the list. And will the
rain hold off for MAYFEST weekend? Mike has a final look at the forecast
next.
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[**05:01:35 PM**] Head coach bob stoops is overseas, but has been in
touch with box's family, athletic director Joe castiglione also released a
statement, we' ll have that later in sports, thanks, John. First forecast)a spring
tradition is happening in downtown Tulsa this evening. Travis is out at
MAYFEST. And travis, it seems we can't have MAYFEST without a chance of
storms. Script unavailable for closed captioning)travis pitches back to
Lori)covering crime this evening, police are searching for the man who
attacked a cleaning crew at soccer city, then beat a woman with a shotgun.
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[**05:11:35 PM**] Specific plans for the sports park are still in the works
so its not known yet when the house could be open to the public. We're in the
middle of may and rain is the forecast. Craig what else could that mean,
except MAYFEST? We check out the downtown tradition and the weather for
the weekend, next. This years MAYFEST event opened downtown Tulsa. 
[**05:14:37 PM**] You'll find artists and their creations from all over the
country as well as a hearty helping of festival food to go along with it. Our
Rick wells is down there right now with a little bit of both, Rick. Hey kids, let
me be one of the first to welcome you to MAYFEST, actually you all will be
down here in a half hour or so, let show you where we are, ad libs from
here)weather segment unscripted and for captioning. Anchors thank we're in
the heart of severe weather season and now you can have the benefit of a
weather radio on your phone, and the best part, it's free, but only until seven
o'clock tonight.
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[**05:25:44 PM**] Let's head back out to MAYFEST for one last check of
the weather. Hi, travis. Final look at weather)that's the news, thanks for
joining us.
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[**06:05:48 PM**] Teach for America is opening its site. 650 teaches will
call Tulsa home and while attending courses and living at tuit recruits and
training college grads who commit to teaching in low-income communities for
two years. Travis is just a few blocks away at MAYFEST with our first forecast
at 6:00. Welcome to MAYFEST and it's a good evening, not powering not
pouring. The gusts up to 30 miles per hour and still, looks good. There was a
lot folks here at noontime and right now and hopefully will hold through the
night. 
[**06:06:49 PM**] Speaking of which, temperatures are pleasant in the
area. Generally in the 70, gusty winds, 81 downtown and wind gust 20, 25,
occasionally 30. If you're coming down, hang on because there's a MAYFEST
breeze blowing through the downtown area. Storms should stay out west
tonight. That's good news. 
[**06:10:46 PM**] Download. Well, MAYFEST back and artists from all the



country have brought their creations to us here in Tulsa to admire. And Rick
says he wandered off the beaten path a bit and what did you find for us, Rick?
Actually, everything.
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[**06:11:29 PM**] You'll want to see it too. Because it is an arts festival.
Music and the smell of festival food, bringing them streaming out of downtown
buildings, this year's MAYFEST is open for business. What does a great Dane
eat at MAYFEST. Really, dude? A turkey leg? 
[**06:13:41 PM**] Craig and Lori until 7:00 tonight. And i'll be there from
noon to 2:00. There's lots to see and do at MAYFEST. But will storms put the
hey, welcome back to MAYFEST, the weather is cooperating, no problems
right now, as I said.

 
70.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 19 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
86,298 

News on 6 at Six   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$2,400 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $7,200 

 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,000 
[**06:19:48 PM**] As it does so, we have a slight risk of severe storms,
once that goes through, things quiet down for Saturday afternoon. Sunday is
relatively quiet too, just enough to give us an isolated storm. Right now,
MAYFEST, winds blowing a little bit and it's gorgeous, not complaining, 78,
Southeast wind at 16 and rising, forecast, cloudy with sprinkles and 80
tomorrow, with thunderstorm around. 85-86 Saturday and Sunday, only an
isolated chance of a showers. We're in the 70s across the area, breezy and
mild, typical for MAYFEST. On and off periods of thunderstorm out west and
tomorrow afternoon, 70 with a chance of more rain and thunderstorms. A
chance of a thunderstorm by midnight, best chance of showers and
thunderstorms around 7:00 in the morning, 80- 80% chance.

 
71.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 19 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
86,298 

News on 6 at Six   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$4,767 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $14,301 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,000 

[**06:26:37 PM**] No, he didn't. He'll get in there again. Travis is out at
MAYFEST and folks need an umbrella tonight, travis? It would be a good
idea. But get caught with the winds, you'll fly off into Arkansas or Missouri, the
winds are gusty. 



[**06:27:10 PM**] But overall, 10-11 with bands downtown. It's not a
rainout tomorrow but showers and storms starting in the morning. We'll have
an update at 9:00 and 10:00, back to you, from MAYFEST. Thanks, travis.
Good to have you here at see you male announcer for 5 bucks, you can get a
sub.

 
72.  KQCW-CW  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 19 2011  8:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
8,628 

Six In The Morning    
  
  

[**08:30:30 AM**] You about all the entertainment options at MAYFEST
this weekend. But there's something else you can participate in to help those
in need. Jamie mcgriff is live downtown with details.

 
73.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 19 2011  5:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
13,482 

Good Morning Oklahoma 1st   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $77 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $231 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**05:00:25 AM**] A suspect takes safe cracking into his own hands, that
story, new this morning. And it's among Tulsa's best known events. We're
previewing the 2011 MAYFEST. Good morning I'm Kristin dickerson. And I'm
Keith Taylor. 
[**05:03:26 AM**] It's at the goodwill headquarters at 28th and Southwest
boulevard. You'll find it on the second floor of the south annex. Thanks Kim,
Tulsa's MAYFEST also gets underway in just a few hours. It's an annual
tradition in downtown Tulsa, with 120 artists from around the country taking
part. The festival is totally free, and stretches is totally free, and stretches
along main street, from 3rd to 6th street.

 
74.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 19 2011  5:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
13,482 

Good Morning Oklahoma 1st   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $143 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $429 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**05:18:40 AM**] Your not alone, hundre ds are expected to turn out at a
job fair at goodwill later today. At last years job fair, over 700 people were
hired for a number of companies around the Tulsa area. Start your 2011
MAYFEST experience with us, this morning at nine. At nine. We'll be live
downtown, where it's opening day. 
[**05:18:50 AM**] We'll be live downtown, where it's opening day. This
popular festival is often plagued by bad weather, but even that doesn't keep
the crowds away. We'll show you why MAYFEST is best. We're going to visit
with the curator of the blue whale that large, smiling guy in catoosa. We'll get
a little history of this old swimming hole, and find out why it's a route 66
favorite even though you can't swim there anymore.

 



75.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    
MAY 19 2011  6:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:

20,808 
Good Morning Oklahoma   Calculated Ad

Equivalency: $97 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $291 

 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 
[**05:59:08 AM**] Details on a career fair happening today. Mike adlib wx
tease VO some wx source and it's among Tulsa's best known events. We're
previewing the 2011 MAYFEST. Good morning I'm Kristin dickerson. And I'm
Keith Taylor. 
[**06:02:19 AM**] Thanks Kim, Tulsa's MAYFEST also gets underway in
just a few hours. It's an annual tradition in downtown Tulsa, with 120 artists
from around the country taking part. The festival is totally free, and stretches
along main street, from 3rd to 6th street.

 
76.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 19 2011  6:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
20,808 

Good Morning Oklahoma   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $123 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $369 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**06:14:40 AM**] Your not alone, hundre ds are expected to turn out at a
job fair at goodwill later today. At last years job fair, over 700 people were
hired for a number of companies around the Tulsa area. Start your 2011
MAYFEST experience with us, this morning at nine. We'll be live downtown,
where it's opening day. 
[**06:14:50 AM**] This popular festival is often plagued by bad weather,
but even that doesn't keep the crowds away. We'll show you why MAYFEST is
best. We're going to visit with the curator of the blue whale blue whale that
large, smiling guy in smiling guy in catoosa. We'll get a little history of this old
swimming hole, and find out why it's a route 66 favorite even though you can't
swim there anymore.

 
77.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 19 2011  9:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
22,519 

Good Day Tulsa   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $663 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,989 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**09:03:04 AM**] We'll have details in a few minutes. Plus, you can watch
me eat some amazing grilled pizza. Toss to live tease live weather we'll be
back, live, from MAYFEST.

 
78.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 19 2011  9:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
22,519 

Good Day Tulsa   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $143 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $429 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 



[**09:38:37 AM**] And there are so many terrific events to enjoy with your
children. Betty Casey, editor of tulsakids magazine, is here with a few.
MAYFEST starts today. The kidszone kidszone will be great this year with lots
of kid-friendly music like the recess monkeys, a group of elementary school
teachers by day and rockin' musical trio by night from Seattle. They play sat.

 
79.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 19 2011  4:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
21,494 

News 8 at 4PM   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $100 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $300 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $125 

[**04:07:34 PM**] The FBI has not said if it will force kaczynski to give a
sample. Up next, heart tests at a discount, it's a deal that could save your life.
MAYFEST kicks- off in downtown Tulsa. We'll show you one guy, who's taking
a little piece of the post office, and turning into a work of art. Caught on
camera, see the shuttle launch, from a whole new perspective.

 
80.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 19 2011  4:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
21,494 

News 8 at 4PM   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$1,154 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $3,462 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $125 

[**04:14:04 PM**] Plan on hitting the road during the memorial day
weekend? You're not alone. Plus, MAYFEST kicks off, and guess what, so far
folks don't need an umbrella. And even if there is rain you can still see the art.
Frank teases wx. 
[**04:17:32 PM**] Gas prices are at near-record levels and Triple-A says
costs for airfare, lodging and rental cars are all up. 120 artists, 3 stages of
entertainment, and plenty of delicious food! Tulsa's annual MAYFEST is back.
From clay to wood, folk art and calligraphy, there is something for every
collector's taste. Dan finnerman" of Biloxi, Mississippi makes "savings banks"
out of old antique post office doors. 
[**04:18:13 PM**] So I have to do a lot of leg work searching out the old
doors. As usual rain could put a as usual rain could put a damper on some of
the festivities. But that's okay, this year MAYFEST has five indoor galleries. It
runs through Sunday at six P.M. toss to Frank wx tosses back up next, caught
on camera. Wx tosses back up next, caught on camera.

 

81.  NEWSON6.COM-CBS  Television Website   TULSA, OK,
MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 19 2011  1:12PM CT   
Tulsa Mayfest Celebration Kicks Off Thursday    

  
  

View MAYFEST begins Thursday, May 19 and runs through Sunday, May
22 in downtown Tulsa. MAYFEST is free and features more than 100 artists,
more than 75 performances and lots of great food. There's also plenty for the
kids to do in the KidZone, including a fossil dig. The MAYFEST weather

http://www.newson6.com/story/14675700/tulsa-mayfest-celebration-kicks-off-thursday
http://www.newson6.com/story/14675700/tulsa-mayfest-celebration-kicks-off-thursday


forecast includes rain, which is often the case for the Tulsa event. It's not
enough to stop the fun with tents over the art work. Hours are 11 a.m.
through 11 p.m. Thursday through Saturday and 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday.
There's a new interactive, mobile map available to help those attending
MAYFEST this year. Plan your route by checking out event schedules as well
as the locations of artists and food vendors. Audit Could Hinder Bill To
Reorganize Oklahoma's GRDA Senate Pro Tem Brian Bingman's plan to clean
house at the GRDA may be dead before it ever gets off the ground.

 

82.  NEWSON6.COM-CBS  Television Website   TULSA, OK,
MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 19 2011  11:15PM CT   
Help Stamp Out Hunger In Oklahoma At Tulsa Mayfest -
NewsOn6.com - Tulsa, OK - News, Weather, Video  

  

  
  

View LeAnne Taylor was The News On 6 booth at 3rd and Main Thursday
morning to collect funds for the Community Food Bank and meet and greet!
MAYFEST begins Thursday, May 19 and runs through Sunday, May 22 in
downtown Tulsa. MAYFEST is free and features more than 100 artists, more
than 75 performances and lots of great food. There's also plenty for the kids
to do in the KidZone, including a fossil dig. The MAYFEST weather forecast
includes rain, which is often the case for the Tulsa event. It's not enough to
stop the fun with tents over the art work. While you're there, be sure to stop
by The News On 6 and MidFirst Bank booth at 3rd and Main. 
We will be collecting money for the Community Food Bank of Eastern
Oklahoma. The change van is on hand so prepare to clean out your pockets
and contribute your coins. There's a new interactive, mobile map available to
help those attending MAYFEST this year. Plan your route by checking out
event schedules as well as the locations of artists and food vendors.
Community Calendar Find out what's going on around town and submit events!

 
83.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  5:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
46,971 

2 News at 5   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$1,030 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $3,090 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $150 

[**05:01:24 PM**] Chief meteorologist Dan threlkeld has more on what's
in store. New on 2news at five, tonight downtown Tulsa will be packed with
several events going on simultaneously. One of them is MAYFEST, which
celebrates the arts. But with stormy weather, are people still going to turn out
this weekend? 2-news reporter aja vickers is live downtown. Despite the rain,
people are still coming out to MAYFEST. For many, it's a tradition that goes
on if the weather cooperates, or not. Singing, dancing, playing in the rain. For
many at MAYFEST, they're not going to let anything stop them from enjoying
the festivities. "Even though it's raining, we're having a blast. The beene bean)
family members say they never miss the event. "We come to MAYFEST every
year, rain or shine. Most people here know to expect unpredictable weather,
as it usually rains at least once during the festival. Organizers say MAYFEST

http://newson6.com/global/story.asp?s=14675700
http://newson6.com/global/story.asp?s=14675700


stays open, even if it's raining hard. "We've got indoor galleries for people to
visit if they want to stay out of the weather until it passes. The event will only
close if severe weather hits. 
[**05:02:45 PM**] We shut down the beer booths, the coupon booths, all
the artists just really quickly. While most are keeping their spirits high despite
the moisture, I love the rain, it is a bit of a damper for some. But not for
MAYFEST. "We we're preparing for a big lunch we thought but with the rain
and all, I don't think that's going to happen today. Even though some vendors
may have lost money today, and some people may have gotten a little wet,
many still have hope for a sunny tomorrow. 
[**05:02:57 PM**] Even though some vendors may have lost money today,
and some people may have gotten a little wet, many still have hope for a
sunny tomorrow. "Don't rain on our parade. Tonight MAYFEST stays open
until the event runs through Sunday. Aja vickers, 2 news works for you.
Unemployment falls in the majority of the us, including Oklahoma.

 
84.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
68,419 

2News at 6   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $192 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $576 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $160 

[**06:10:06 PM**] Tonight downtown Tulsa will events going on
simultaneously. One of them is MAYFEST, despite the rain, people are still
coming out to the event which celebrates the arts. Organizers say the festival
stays open, even if it's raining hard. It will only close if severe weather hits. 
[**06:10:28 PM**] "We make pa announcements on the stages and we tell
the bands ahead of time. We shut down the beer booths, the coupon booths,
all the artists just really quickly. Tonight MAYFEST stays open until 11. The
event runs through Sunday. Tours of the saint jude dream home start
tomorrow.

 
85.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  10:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
54,143 

2 News at 10P   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$1,455 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $4,365 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $450 

[**10:02:49 PM**] Administrators say the new construction should take
about 18-months. Downtown Tulsa is packed. MAYFEST is the headliner
among several events going on tonight. Despite the rain today, people are still
turning out to celebrate the arts. Organizers say they'll close the festival only if
severe weather hits. Tonight MAYFEST stays open until 11. The event runs
through Sunday. Not too far from MAYFEST-the blue dome district is holding
its annual art festival. This is the eighth year for the event. Organizers say it
helps local artists reach out to the community.

 
86.  KOKI-FOX  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  5:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
8,558 



Fox 23 News Daybreak   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $68 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $204 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $70 

[**05:35:43 AM**] Sigout. These ethics allegations are part of an ouster
complaint against the mayor currently sitting on the state attorney general's
desk. It's a busy weekend in downtown Tulsa, with the MAYFEST and the
blue dome arts festival going on. We talked with people who live and work
downtown, about efforts to revitalize the area. They say now that there's more
entertainment downtown, the district needs more options for shopping.

 
87.  KOKI-FOX  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  8:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
20,501 

Fox News This Morning   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $103 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $309 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $70 

[**08:01:45 AM**] We'll share some of the secrets of their social network
success. At 8:45, Oklahoma musician brandon jenkins will be here. He's
performing at MAYFEST this weekend, but first he'll share some of his music
with us. And at 8:50, bernadette flores is getting fit, and she's bringing us
along for the fun. We'll check out the latest installment of her fitness Friday
adventure. 
[**08:05:29 AM**] As heart-wrenching as this is for us, we know it's even
more difficult for his family. More than anything, our thoughts and prayers are
with them. It's that time of year again, time for MAYFEST* that's when
hundreds of local artists gather to "showcase" their best work. The booths
opened Thursday morning. Fox 23's Sharon phillips*spent the afternoon
downtown.

 
88.  KOKI-FOX  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  8:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
20,501 

Fox News This Morning   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $327 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $981 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $70 

[**08:06:55 AM**] The bowl is made from sheet copper. I hammer it from
this side with a ball pen hammer and then I turn it over and hammer it over
with a steak to smooth it out. "This is ben's first titi to appear at MAYFEST
and he says come rain or shine he a a his copper are here to stay. MAYFEST
runs until Sunday. Gates are open from "11 to 11", today through Saturday,
and "11 to 6" on Sunday. It's time for a check of traffic conditionshere's a look
you can expect a thunderous ovation Saturday night in Oklahoma City, this
after the thunder beat the mavericks last night to even up the series, here's
nathan Thompson with more.

 
89.  KOKI-FOX  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  8:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
20,501 

Fox News This Morning   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $639 



 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,917 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $70 

[**08:41:32 AM**] He's a Tulsa native, talented artist and you can catch
him at MAYFEST this weekend! Singer, songwriter brandon jenkins is with us
thth morning, you can get brandon's "under the on his website, we've
provided a link at fox-23 dot com, just click on the fox-box. And he will be
performing tonight at MAYFEST at tonight at and he will on the fox-box. And
he will be performing tonight at MAYFEST at nine-thirty, so you should go
check him out! Sing to break achoo! The seasons change, but we still may
suffer from nasal allergy symptoms.

 
90.  KOKI-FOX  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  12:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
20,098 

FOX23 News at Noon    
  

 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $70 
[**12:11:14 PM**] The "click it or ticket" campaign is an attempt to reduce
traffic deaths as we approach the memorial day weekend. The crackdown runs
through June. Are you prepared for a zombie apocolypse now one website is
helping you still to come, why the cdc is giving out zombie attack advicic plus,
MAYFEST is in full swing, a look at some of the unique are you'll find
downtown this weekend, coming up next. 3q we love the sun I love this slide I
love knowing coppertone protects across 100% of the uva/uvb spectrum. I
trust it. 
[**12:14:44 PM**] Doors open at 11am and close at 3. The school board
voted to close the "14 schools" in April. Project schoolhouse* is projected to
save the district "5 million it's that time of year again, time for MAYFEST*
that's when hundreds of local artists gather to "shohoase" their best rk. The
booths opened Thursday morning. Fox 23's Sharon phillips*went downtown to
take a look at some of the unique art. 
[**12:16:12 PM**] The bowl is made from sheet copper. I hammer it from
this side with a ball pen hammer and then I turn it over and hammer it over
with a steak to smooth it out. "This is ben's first time to appear at MAYFEST
and he says come rain or shine he and his copper are here to stay. MAYFEST
runs until Sunday. Gates are open from "11 to 11", today and Saturday, and
"11 to 6" on Sunday. Weather starts here the center for disease control and
prevention wants you to be ready for a zombie apocalypse.

 
91.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  12:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
61,485 

News On 6 At Noon   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$2,260 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $6,780 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $300 

[**12:20:55 PM**] We are going to see the rain continuing so there is a
flash flood watch in effect for much of far eastern Oklahoma. Tulsa now, a
dreary scene. Unfortunately, MAY-FEST getting a little damp at this hour. 65
in Tulsa, dew point of 63, south easterly breeze. Due to the rain cooled air
we're not going to see very warm temperatures. 
[**12:22:49 PM**] New territory for parents when it comes to technology.



Coming up, how some are learning to parent the facebook generation. And
MAY-FEST is under way. Up next we were talking to a local artist who is
showcasing his work at hey, welcome back, everyone. 
[**12:25:49 PM**] Before we get started we wanted to let you know we
are keep the radar up so we are able to see exactly where the storms are
heading. We're keeping a close eye on the storm situation so we wanted to
make you aware of that. Moving forward, MAY-FEST started yesterday and it
is a great place to check out work from local artists and we're joined by a local
artist, malt moffett. Welcome and thank you for being here. Great pieces
we've seen for folks who have had a chance to walk around in the gallery.

 
92.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  12:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
61,485 

News On 6 At Noon   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $170 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $510 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $300 

[**12:27:30 PM**] Always. Cool. And also one of the things they are doing,
they were participating to a certain degree with May-FEST this year and it is
kind of in a creative way, I like that. How are they doing it in. We're painting
another Tulsa transit bus.

 
93.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  12:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
61,485 

News On 6 At Noon   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $470 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,410 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $300 

[**12:33:43 PM**] We could be dealing with more rain throughout the
afternoon and the severe weather threat not quite over yet. In fact, we do
have a risk of severe weather for far south eastern Oklahoma and further to
the west in the evening hours for storms along the dry line, we can't rule that
out passing into eastern Oklahoma. The threat will continue the next couple
hours, the trend is less rain around the Tulsa area, you might catch a break
and need MAY-FEST without getting too wet. Rainfall throughout the day is
very impressive, higher amounts in the southwestern portions of the state
where they need the rain but 2.8 inches in Duncan and in our area we saw up
to one, one and a half inches of rain, that was common in quick amountof
time, causing minor street flooding.

 
94.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  5:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
72,857 

News on 6 at Five   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$3,000 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $9,000 

 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,000 
[**05:02:32 PM**] He was taken to the hospital with several injuries. First
forecast)travis is taking advantage of a break from rainy weather. He's back
out at MAYFEST this evening, hi, travis. Script unavailable for closed



captioning)travis pitches back to craig)storms blew through Oklahoma City
earlier today and did quite a bit of damage. High winds were the big problem.

 
95.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  5:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
72,857 

News on 6 at Five   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $667 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $2,001 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,000 

[**05:26:23 PM**] Tu with some work to do. 8th place after two rounds in
the west regional anchors thank sportscaster. Let's head back out to
MAYFEST for one last check of the weather.

 
96.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
86,298 

News on 6 at Six   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $633 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,899 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,000 

[**06:00:51 PM**] We have graduation ceremonies in many places.
Showers around the Tulsa area, claire more, and as we look at temperatures,
60s to low 70s right now. We need our umbrella tonight at MAY FEST. A
muggy weekend the way things are shaping up. His and miss thunderstorms
this weekend.

 
97.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
86,298 

News on 6 at Six   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$8,000 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $24,000 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,000 

[**06:06:28 PM**] In a written statement, Bartlett said he disagrees with
the findings and plans to file a response by Monday but he will not comment
further for now. According to the ordinance, the auditor makes the final
judgment on ethical complaints and his office considers the matter settled and
has no plans for the hearing that the mayor is expecting. The new place
opening to help needy MAY FEST storms, what one artist did to make sure
that his work did not go flying off the shelves. Game on. Gutsy call by the
thunders coach that helped a new state of the art mental health and family
services center opens in Tulsa. 
[**06:11:02 PM**] The storm blew the roof off of one home. The roof
smashed a car and slammed into another home. The rain here is not casting
too much of a shod dough shadow on May FEST. They're coming better
prepared for the storms. This year they're not only protecting their prints, but
shoring up their booth.

 
98.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
86,298 



News on 6 at Six   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$1,767 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $5,301 

 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,000 
[**06:18:10 PM**] This is a good thing, even though it got a little crazy.
Our bands of rain picked up out of Tulsa. If you are headed to MAY FEST,
scattered rain bartlesville area. Moving off to the north and east. Severe
weather this morning with some of the heavier rain, believe it or not, another
tornado was reported. 
[**06:20:00 PM**] If there is a storm that forms, hail and wind. Sunday
afternoon, south and east, chance that a thunderstorm forms, a chance that
they could be strong to potentially severe. MAY FEST keep your umbrella,
light jacket, it will be cool. Mid 60s. The streets have a little glare to them. 
[**06:20:14 PM**] They are wet because of the rain. Our temperature 69
right now, Southeast breeze at 10 miles per hour. It will be okay to be at
MAY FEST tonight. MAY FEST weather looks good. Temperatures mid 80s,
muggy, slight chance of a thunderstorm. So, thunderstorms should move on
out tonight.

 
99.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
86,298 

News on 6 at Six   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $733 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $2,199 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,000 

[**06:27:05 PM**] Bottom of the first, huber down the left-field line, two
score, four-run first inning for oruon top 9-0, delayed by rain in the fourth
inning. We just need to move that out moving it out. The game tonight and
MAY FEST looks okay. Sprinkles and showers moving out. That will be good
for this evening.

 
100.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  5:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
13,482 

Good Morning Oklahoma 1st    
  

 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 
[**05:01:40 AM**] Weather tease this weekend kicks off a fun and I'm
Keith Taylor. Toss to weather weather tease this weekend kicks off a fun time
of festivals, and arts in downtown Tulsa. Today is the first full day of
MAYFEST, and also today the blue dome festival starts at 11. NewsChannel
8's Kim Jackson is already downtown with a look, at what you can expect, Kim
to talk about fs info somewhere in her hit Kim hard tosses back Kim hard
tosses back an update now on that big job fair we covered yesterday on gmo
the event at goodwill industries, drew hundreds of applicants.

 
101.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  5:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
13,482 

Good Morning Oklahoma 1st   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $740 



 Calculated Publicity Value: $2,220 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**05:19:01 AM**] More than 600 people attended a job fair at goodwill
industries, hoping to catc hoping to catch the eye of a number of companies at
the event. The Tulsa chamber says there are about 4,000 jobs up for grabs
right now in the metro area. Taking a look at our top stories, today is the first
full day of MAYFEST in downtown Tulsa. Over 120 artists and three stages
for entertainment in the festival that runs through Sunday. Facebook toss to
weather weather toss back mother nature isn't the only mother nature isn't the
only thing Oklahomans are talking about this morning.

 
102.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  5:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
13,482 

Good Morning Oklahoma 1st   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $130 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $390 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**05:34:09 AM**] 1:21 1:21 but that's what goes on a lot these days.
1:24 the park supervisor says they haven't hand any other incidents involving
children. Looking ahead, there is plenty to do as MAYFEST is underway in
downtown Tulsa. This includes a whole weekend this includes a whole
weekend of music arts and food. NewsChannel 8's Kim Jackson joins us live
from downtown Tulsa.

 
103.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  5:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
13,482 

Good Morning Oklahoma 1st   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $960 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $2,880 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**05:43:09 AM**] We found this billboard along highway 75, near 81st
street billboard along highway 75, near 81st street warning everyone of the
"end". It's sponsored by the same group that has advertisements across the
country. Toss to weather weather update taking a look at our top today is the
first full day of MAYFEST in downtown Tulsa.

 
104.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  6:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
20,808 

Good Morning Oklahoma   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $500 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,500 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**06:02:14 AM**] This weekend kicks off a fun time of festivals, and arts
in downtown Tulsa. Arts in downtown Tulsa. Today is the first full day of
MAYFEST, and also today the blue dome festival starts at 11. NewsChannel
8's Kim Jackson is already downtown with a look, at what you can expect, Kim
to talk about fs info somewhere in her hit Kim to talk about fs info somewhere
in her hit Kim hard tosses back a sand springs man is behind bars this
morning, for the death of his girlfriend. 24-year-old James darton is, facing a
1- st degree murder charge.



 
105.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  6:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
20,808 

Good Morning Oklahoma   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $93 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $279 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**06:15:17 AM**] More than 600 people attended a job fair at goodwill
industries, hoping to catch the eye of a number of companies at the event.
The Tulsa chamber says there are about 4,000 jobs up for grabs right now in
the metro area. Taking a look at our top stories, in addition to MAYFEST, the
blue dome arts festival gets underway at second and Elgin today. The festival
that celebrates the arts opens at 11 and runs through Sunday at five. Coming
up on good day Tulsa, an epic and gripping tale of catastrophe and survival.

 
106.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  6:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
20,808 

Good Morning Oklahoma   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $107 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $321 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**06:34:20 AM**] 1:21 but that's what goes on a lot these days. 1:24 the
park supervisor says they haven't had any other incidents involving children.
Looking ahead, there is plenty to do as MAYFEST is underway in downtown
Tulsa. This includes a whole weekend of music arts and food. NewsChannel 8's
Kim Jackson joins us live from downtown Tulsa.

 
107.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  5:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
40,729 

News 8 at 5   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$2,012 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $6,036 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $375 

[**05:00:30 PM**] Now when you do come down here, there are several
streets that are blocked you can find a map on our website to plan the best
route. Reporting live from downtown tuls from downtown Tulsa yvonne Lewis
news channel 8.Coming up new at 6, the rain coming up new at 6, the rain
impacts MAYFEST once again, we'll tell you how festival goers can stay dry
while still enjoying the festival. The rain this morning was overwhelming
overwhelming at times. Chief meteorologist Frank Mitchell is in the storm
center tonight. Frank it really is crazy how the rain and MAYFEST seem to go
hand-in-hand. Frank does 1st wx wx tosses back a large truck ended up on it's
side and in a drainage ditch during the morning drive. The driver lost control
on the slick streets when he was cut off by another vehicle on highway 169,
near 41st street.

 
108.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
54,551 



News Channel 8 at 6   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $975 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $2,925 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $375 

[**06:04:02 PM**] Hard toss back you can't complain, that there's nothing
to do this weekend. There are 6- big events, events, just in downtown Tulsa!
Of course there's MAYFEST. But there are also events, at the bok center, blue
dome district, the pac, the Brady, and oneok field. News channel 8's yvonne
Lewis, joins us live from the bok center. 
[**06:04:16 PM**] That's where thousands, will attend a concert tonight.
Those thousands of fans will be coming coming to hear Josh groban perform.
The second biggest event to draw a big crowd downtown is MAYFEST, so
bring your umbrellas. The rain is almost expected with Tulsa's annual festival.
Vendors know to move their wares, and visitors to the annual event almost
know to keep an unbrella handy.

 
109.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  10:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
59,864 

News 8 at 10   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$1,842 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $5,526 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $825 

[**10:13:51 PM**] Most of it is taking place downtown. From a Josh
groban concert at the bok, and a drillers game at oneok field, to MAYFEST
and the blue dome festival. Here's a live look at MAYFEST right now. It's
taking place along main street between 3-rd and 6-th streets. 120 artists are
on hand, as well as three stages of entertainment, and five indoor galleries. 
[**10:14:52 PM**] Organizers say you can find almost any type of art this
year. "If we say fine art and you don't think you can afford it, come on down
and check it out because there's really something in every price range whether
you're an avid art collector or just somebody that's interested in making a little
impulse buy while you're here. MAYFEST is open tomorrow from 11 am until
11 P.M. and on Sunday, from 11 am until six P.M. when you've seen
MAYFEST, there's another entire festival to enjoy downtown. It's just a short
distance away in the blue dome district. It's sort of the alter ego, of the bigger
event. While "MAYFEST" invites artists, from all-over. This one has a real
emphasis, on local art and talent. They offer everthing from Oklahoma beer
tasting, to a blacksmith.

 

110.  NEWSON6.COM-CBS  Television Website   TULSA, OK,
MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  12:45AM CT   
Tulsa's Mayfest Features Artists Of All Ages - NewsOn6.com
- Tulsa, OK - News, Weather, Video and Sp  

  

  
  

View Some of the artwork featured in the gallery. MAYFEST is open for
business in downtown Tulsa. 5/19/2011 Related Story: Help Stamp Out
Hunger In Oklahoma At Tulsa MAYFEST There are lots of ways to get through
MAYFEST, but I was looking for something I hadn't seen and I found it inside
the PAC in the LaFortune studio. It's the youth Art Gallery. "We have hundreds

http://newson6.com/global/story.asp?s=14681325
http://newson6.com/global/story.asp?s=14681325


of pieces of art by students from all over the Tulsa area, Jan Bevel said. 
The pieces were judged Wednesday night, so you can see who won and judge
for yourself. The gallery features art from students of all ages, kindergarten
through high school. MAYFEST is open from 11 a.m. through 11 p.m.
Thursday through Saturday and 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday. 911 Call Released
In Death Of OU Linebacker Austin Box News On 6 302 S. Frankfort Tulsa, OK
74120

 

111.  NEWSON6.COM-CBS  Television Website   TULSA, OK,
MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  10:21PM CT   
Tulsa's Mayfest Not Dampened By Mother Nature    

  
  

View Tulsa's MAYFEST Not Dampened By Mother Nature The rain here
isn't casting too much of a shadow on MAYFEST yet. TULSA, Oklahoma The
rain here isn't casting too much of a shadow on MAYFEST yet. Artists who
have been here before know they'll likely have to contend with rain and wind,
and they're coming better prepared to weather any storms. Take Rich and
Rebecca Ernsting. Storms damaged their canopy at an earlier MAYFEST, so
this year, they're not only protecting their prints but shoring up their booth.
"This show, I think, has a history of bad weather. so we bought some special
stabilizing bars this year to help us out so we wouldn't have any damage, said
Rich Ernsting.

 

112.  NEWSON6.COM-CBS  Television Website   TULSA, OK,
MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  11:54PM CT   
Tulsa's Mayfest Not Dampened By Mother Nature -
NewsOn6.com - Tulsa, OK - News, Weather, Video and S  

  

  
  

View The rain here isn't casting too much of a shadow on MAYFEST yet.
TULSA, Oklahoma The rain isn't casting too much of a shadow on MAYFEST
yet. Artists who have been here before know they'll likely have to contend with
rain and wind, and they're coming better prepared to weather any storms.
Take Rich and Rebecca Ernsting. Storms damaged their canopy at an earlier
MAYFEST, so this year, they're not only protecting their prints but shoring up
their booth. "This show, I think, has a history of bad weather, so we bought
some special stabilizing bars this year to help us out so we wouldn't have any
damage, said Rich Ernsting. Partnership To Add Jobs To Cherokee Nation
Businesses Community Calendar Find out what's going on around town and
submit events!

 

113.  NEWSON6.COM-CBS  Television Website   TULSA, OK,
MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 20 2011  11:54PM CT   
Tulsa's Mayfest Features Artists Of All Ages - NewsOn6.com
- Tulsa, OK - News, Weather, Video and Sp  

  

  
  

View Some of the artwork featured in the gallery. MAYFEST is open for
business in downtown Tulsa. 5/19/2011 Related Story: Help Stamp Out

http://www.newson6.com/story/14687944/tulsas-mayfest-not-hampered-by-mother-nature
http://www.newson6.com/story/14687944/tulsas-mayfest-not-hampered-by-mother-nature
http://newson6.com/story/14687944/tulsas-mayfest-not-hampered-by-mother-nature
http://newson6.com/story/14687944/tulsas-mayfest-not-hampered-by-mother-nature
http://www.newson6.com/story/14681325/mayfest-art
http://www.newson6.com/story/14681325/mayfest-art


Hunger In Oklahoma At Tulsa MAYFEST There are lots of ways to get through
MAYFEST, but I was looking for something I hadn't seen and I found it inside
the PAC in the LaFortune studio. It's the youth Art Gallery. "We have hundreds
of pieces of art by students from all over the Tulsa area, Jan Bevel said. 
The pieces were judged Wednesday night, so you can see who won and judge
for yourself. The gallery features art from students of all ages, kindergarten
through high school. MAYFEST is open from 11 a.m. through 11 p.m.
Thursday through Saturday and 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday. Partnership To Add
Jobs To Cherokee Nation Businesses News On 6 302 S. Frankfort Tulsa, OK
74120

 
114.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  8:30AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
63,173 

Early News   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $133 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $399 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $125 

[**08:06:32 AM**] MAYFEST continues today and tomorrow. Despite
yesterday's rain, people are still turning out to celebrate the arts. Organizers
say they'll close the festival only if severe weather hits. 
[**08:06:48 AM**] Organizers say they'll close the festival only if severe
weather hits. The event runs today from 11 to 11 and tomorrow from eleven
to six. Not too far from MAYFEST-the blue dome district is holding its annual
art festival. This is the eighth year for the event. Organizers say it helps local
artists reach out to the community.

 
115.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  8:30AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
63,173 

Early News   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $750 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $2,250 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $125 

[**08:39:57 AM**] Why they'll probably be let down. Xxxxxx break xxxxxx
from flying lessons to bicycle racing, here's stuff to do! One of Tulsa's biggest
festivals, MAYFEST is an outdoor tribute to the arts and music in family fun
atmosphere. Over 120 artists, 3 stages of live entertainment and art galleries
can be enjoyed. MAYFEST is today and tomorrow through downtown Tulsa.
Free admission! Opens today and tomorrow at 11am.

 
116.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  9:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
69,290 

2News Weekend Morning   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $295 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $885 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $150 

[**09:22:21 AM**] You know a hot and juicy hambger when you taste it.
You know when it's real from outdoor art to walking in the park, here's stuff to
do! One of Tulsa's biggest festivals, MAYFEST is an outdoor tribute to the arts
and music in family fun atmosphere. Over 120 artists, 3 stages of live
entertainment and art galleries can be enjoyed. MAYFEST is today and



tomorrow through downtown Tulsa. Free admission! Opens today and
tomorrow at 11am.

 
117.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
50,895 

2News at 6   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $233 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $699 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $350 

[**06:01:44 PM**] Randy Thomas is one of the owners. "I've never had
anything like this happen before, its a little unnerving to think that this can
happen. A situation unfolding just a couple of blocks away from MAYFEST
and the blue dome arts festival. Both events filled with lots of visitors and
vendors. Those on the scene say things could have been a lot worse.

 
118.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
50,895 

2News at 6   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $397 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,191 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $350 

[**06:07:50 PM**] This year's honorary camp doctor was heisman trophy
winner Billy sims. It will be a busy weekend in downtown Tulsa. MAYFEST
continues today and tomorrow. Today was much better weather for people to
celebrate the arts. But, yesterday's rain didn't keep them away either. 
[**06:08:09 PM**] Organizers say they'll close the festival only if severe
weather hits. The event runs today from 11 to 11 and tomorrow from eleven
to six. A couple of blocks away from MAYFEST- the blue dome district is
holding its annual art festival. This is the eighth year. Organizers say it helps
local artists reach out to the community.

 
119.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  10:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
42,681 

2 News at 10P   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $827 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $2,481 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $400 

[**10:02:35 PM**] Downtown was packed with people looking for a good
time this afternoon. I came out to have some food and listen to music with my
friends. Little did they know a situation was unfolding, just a couple of blocks
away from MAYFEST and the blue dome arts festival. Both events filled with
lots of visitors and vendors. 2news viewer brandi davidson captured this video
of the chase early on. 
[**10:06:36 PM**] Customers could purchase ice cream or a root beer
float for just one dollar, all of the proceeds are donated to the blue star
mothers to help send "freedom boxes" to the troops. It's a busy weekend in
downtown Tulsa. MAYFEST continues today and tomorrow. It was much
better weather this afternoon for the annual event. Organizers say they'll close
the festival only if severe weather hits. 
[**10:06:52 PM**] You can head out there for about another hour tonight.



And from eleven to six tomorrow. A couple of blocks away from MAYFEST-
the blue dome district is holding its annual art festival. This is the eighth year.
That festival wraps up tomorrow as well.

 
120.  KOKI-FOX  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  9:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
41,299 

Fox 23 News at 9   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$1,183 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $3,549 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $500 

[**09:03:38 PM**] Mia, this crash couldn have been a lot worse. It chase
started just before one-o-clock this afternoon. The driver of an 18-eeler truck
whipped around the corner of first onto Cincinnati, and crashed into parked
cars next to city hall, just a blocks away from crowds of people at MAYFEST.
Nats- police talking an 18 wheeler tanker truck- slams into five parked cars- on
1st street and Cincinnati downtown, 46:17 police starting blocking off the
street coming that way, that's when I looked this way. Steve yeagar works
downtown, 4:22 police had stopped and blocked the intersection. 
[**09:04:39 PM**] Yeagar didn't stick I took off running because I didn't
know if it was going to explode or what. Police later confirmed the tank was
empty, nats, Ben mccrackin heard the crash and instead of running away, he
ran toward it, the tanker smashed right into his nissan. 1:05:34 I never park
here, I usually park in the parking lot over there, but I was running late and I
saw a spot right out herealthough he regrets getting up late this morning, he's
happy his car might have prevented the tanker from hitting people walking
especially it being MAYFEST, my car could have nail was the only one injured
in this crash.

 
121.  KOKI-FOX  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  9:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
41,299 

Fox 23 News at 9   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$4,000 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $12,000 

 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $500 
[**09:20:03 PM**] And I could hear guards kind of laughing off to the side,
just joking like it's another day at the office for them, and at that point, I
thought, well, this might not end well. Dozens* of international journalists
have been detained and expelled from Syria", since march 15-th, when anti-
government protests began. Tomorrow is the last day to visit MAYFEST, still
ahead, a look at all the great stuff you can check out tomorrow at one of
Tulsa's favorite festivals! Plus, reaction from tulsans after the "end of days",
doesn't seem to be so near after-all* haynes ad-libs if god hasn't even told his
own son when the second coming is going to occur, then I doubt god has told
Harold camping.

 
122.  KOKI-FOX  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  9:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
41,299 

Fox 23 News at 9    



  
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $500 

[**09:29:54 PM**] A recent demonstration showed how "watson"
suggested diagnoses, as the computer was given more information about a
patient, including where the patient lived. "Watson" is being "fed" a diet of
medical "text-books" and "journals", as well as taking training questions from
medical "downtown Tulsa" is packed with bands*artists* and food* It's "all",
for one* of Tulsa's favorite festivals, we're talking about "MAYFEST"! As you
can see lots*of people came out today. And what a beautiful* day to enjoy all
of the fun. 
[**09:30:40 PM**] More than people are expected to attend this year's
event. Everyone seems to have a few favorite things they like to do out here, I
like to see where all of the people are from in the booths that's what I like to
do all over the place. If you misisd out today, there's still time,
"MAYFESTSTIS open tomorrow from11 am until 6 P.M. the cost, it's
absolutely free! Weather animadlib tossmichael at wxwalladlib tag if you are
struggling to find a job, we may have a suggestion for you.

 
123.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  6:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
68,792 

News on 6 at Six   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $458 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,374 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $550 

[**05:59:26 PM**] Plus, sunny skies could give way to storms, dick is
tracking a chance for severe weather. Good evening thanks for joining us, I'm
Tara vreeland. First on six, a wild police chase involving a tanker truck ended
this afternoon in downtown Tulsa, just blocks away from a huge MAYFEST
crowd. The chase started in owasso where the driver ran a red light and
quickly became a multi-agency effort. News on six reporter lacie Lowry is live
with the details, lacie?

 
124.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  10:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
63,918 

News on 6 at Ten   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$6,100 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $18,300 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,500 

[**10:00:08 PM**] "48 hours Saturday. County, some of us are under a
tornado watch right now and there's already been one tornado in Oklahoma
tonight meteorologist dick faurot joins us with the latest, dick? Ad lib
unavailable for closed captioning)dick pitches back to Tara)Tara thanks dick)a
man leads police on a wild chase that ended just blocks away from a huge
MAYFEST crowd. Police say rocky nail was barreling through downtown in a
tanker truck. News on six reporter lacie Lowry has the latest on the chase.

 
125.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  10:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
63,918 

News on 6 at Ten   Calculated Ad



Equivalency:
$1,400 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $4,200 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,500 

[**10:05:53 PM**] If you didn't get a chance to say goodbye to your
school, there are still a couple of weeks left in the school year so you have
time. Emily baucum, news on six tonight. And, it wouldn't be MAYFEST
without storms, this is a live look from our skycam network you can see it's not
as busy as it was. That's because MAYFEST shut down early because of the
storms that moved through about an hour ago. There's still some music and
food, but the artists closed up their tents to protect their work. We could see
more storms for tomorrow's final day of the festival.

 
126.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  10:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
63,918 

News on 6 at Ten   Calculated Ad
Equivalency:

$4,950 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $14,850 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $1,500 

[**10:30:16 PM**] We begin with the severe weather that moved through
green county, there's already been one tornado in Oklahoma tonight
meteorologist dick faurot joins us with the latest, dick? Ad lib unavailable for
closed captioning)dick pitches back to Tara)Tara thanks dick)a man leads
police on a wild a man leads police on a wild chase that ended just blocks
away from a huge MAYFEST crowd. Police say rocky nail was barreling
through downtown in a tanker truck. News on six reporter lacie Lowry has the
latest on the chase.

 
127.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  10:30PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
27,697 

Late Edition   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $338 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $1,014 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $350 

[**10:35:54 PM**] If you didn't get a chance to say goodbye to your
school, there are still a couple of weeks left in the school year so you have
time. Emily baucum, news on six tonight. And, it wouldn't be MAYFEST
without storms, this is a live look from our skycam network you can see it's not
as busy as it was. That's because MAYFEST shut down early because of the
storms that moved through about an hour ago. There's still some music and
food, but the artists closed up their tents to protect their work. We could see
more storms for tomorrow's final day of the festival.

 
128.  KQCW-CW  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  9:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
10,596 

News on 6 at 9    
  
  

[**09:00:17 PM**] County, some of us are under a tornado watch right



now and there's already been one tornado in Oklahoma tonight meteorologist
dick faurot joins us with the latest, dick? Ad lib unavailable for closed
captioning)chase that ended just blocks away from a huge MAYFEST crowd.
Police say rocky nail was barreling through downtown in a tanker truck. News
on six reporter lacie Lowry has the latest on the chase.

 
129.  KQCW-CW  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 21 2011  9:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
10,596 

News on 6 at 9    
  
  

[**09:06:34 PM**] If you didn't get a chance to say goodbye to your
school, there are still a couple of weeks left in the school year so you have
time. Emily baucum, news on six tonight. It turned out to a pretty nice day for
MAYFEST, and the celebration is still going. This is a live look from our sky
cam network, the four-day arts festival is typically plagued by storms. But, this
year it's been mostly sunny skies.
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[**06:00:36 PM**] A dramatic chase with a tanker leads police straight into
the heart of downtown. Find out where it finally ended. The sun is shining, and
that means people are flocking to MAYFEST. We have the latest from the
downtown arts show. Project schoolhouse is closing their doors, but not before
alumni get the chance to say good-bye to those Tulsa schools. 
[**06:01:17 PM**] And it ended right next to city hall downtown. News
channel 8's Kimberly hulsey was at the scene and has the latest. Owasso
police sa owasso police say rocky nail of broekn arrow was not driving too fast
on the highways but they were worried when he turned off the highway into
downtown, since he crashed so close to MAYFEST and the blue dome arts
festival. In all, four law enforcement agencies worked this case. Officers tried
to use stop sticks to sl sticks to slow the driver down, but the driver would just
swerve to miss the stick, and just barely miss officers. 
[**06:02:50 PM**] At that time, he believed the person was a threat and
shot him 3- times. The victim is listed in critical condition. 1st weather
separator 1st weather weather tosses back it seems like rain and MAYFEST
go together like peanut butter and jelly. But thankfully the festival is getting a
break this year. The international arts festival kicked off Thursday and runs
through the weekend. 
[**06:04:03 PM**] The international arts festival kicked off Thursday and
runs through the weekend. NewsChannel eight's Elizabeth Matthews went
downtown to check it out. 11the weather is definitely affecting MAYFEST this
weekend. We started out a little soggy, but the sun is out, and that means the
crowds are out. 19 hundreds of people are swarming downtown Tulsa for a
little music, food and art. MAYFEST has seen it's fair share of rain and bad
weather. But this year mother nature is helping them out a bit. And vendors



are seeing an upswing in sales. Darrell sackett a MAYFEST volunteer has
been serving beer for at the festival for the past 15 years. He said the first two
days were slow, but the sunshine on Saturday is bringing in the bucks. 55 I
worked Thursday and Friday, thrusday there was hardly anybody here I bet we
didn't serve 40 beers I worked the 2-5 shift that day and last night I worked
the 5-8 shift and we probably didnt' serve 40 beers either1:07 13tonight at ten
we'll show you how officers are cracking down on underage drinking here at
MAYFEST, be sure to join us. Reporting from downtown Elizabeth Matthews
NewsChannel eight. 22 MAYFEST continues tomorrow. It runs from 11 in the
morning to 6 at night. Project schoolhouse is closing 12- schools, and today
alumni shared their memories walking the halls.
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[**10:02:19 PM**] They got out of the way just in time. That's when the
driver sent his tanker into a ditch, then a service road and back onto the
highway. 2:02 it gets a little too close for comfort so we pulled out of the way
of a big semi and that's when he goes by us and all the cop cars 2:10 the
chase led police to the broken arrow expressway where they tried to use stop-
sticks to end the chase but the tanker's driver just went around it and kept
going towards downtown with MAYFEST and the blue dome arts festival in
full swing, the a in full swing, the area was already packed so police created a
barricade to force the driver to turn and that's whenThe chase ended the
driver lost control and slid into a parked car and several newspaper stands
right next to city hall. The driver of the semi was taken into custody, but the
driver of the car he hit has a message for him. 
[**10:03:42 PM**] And the people who found themselves in the middle of
the chase say, they still ca say, they still can't believe they were there. 2:53
everyday driving down 169 there is always some construction or something
going on so its not to exciting next thing you know you see these cops flying
and here goes this semi truck off the road 3:02 2:46 we are thinking holy crap
is this really happening you don't get in situations like that 2:51 that 2:51
Kimberly hulsey news channel eight police arrested the driver of that semi, but
he has not yet been booked. That tanker came awfully close to Tulsa's
MAYFEST celebration. That's where officers are tonight cracking down on
underage drinking this weekend. The effort is being funded through a federal
grant 
[**10:04:01 PM**] Already they've had 10 arrests in the past two nights. 8
of those were people accused of serving alcohol to minors. NewsChannel
eight's Elizabeth Matthews followed officers through the crowds this evening
and joins us now live from MAYFEST. Elizabeth? This was unbelievable, I
walked around MAYFEST for about an hour this evening, I was walking with
three teenagers and the sheriff's department and the able commission. Their
goal to see if they, being minors could get served alcohol, the answer will
shock you. 2:28 we are really preventing crime from happening if we can stop
the underage drinking from occurring. 
[**10:04:33 PM**] 2:32 VO- and they are doing this by cutting the



underage drinking off at the tap. Three teenage boys are walking around
downtown trying to get a drink. And at the very first stop at MAYFEST, one
of the boys actually gets a beer. 25 I said can I have a bud light in a cup and
she said yeah sure that will be 8 tickets 32 nats, VO- this is Aaron wimer, a
volunteer for mothers against drunk driving. 36 I got my id ready because she
asked for it but she didn't really do any math or anything she basically jsut
went over it and kind of glanced at it 44 50 then she have me the wristband
she basically was like if you were this then they don't have to id you anywhere
so that was kind of funny: 58 VO- as soon as the officers realized that Aaron
got his hands on a cup of beer. 
[**10:05:50 PM**] If you are caught selling alcohol to a minor, you are
going to jail. In the newscenter, Elizabeth Matthews NewsChannel eight.
MAYFEST shuts down at 11 tonight, but continues tomorrow. From 11 I to 6
Project schoolhouse is closing 12- schools, and today alumni shared their
memories walking the halls.
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View Art, Music And Food Festivals Fill Downtown Tulsa MAYFEST is open
through 11 p.m. Saturday and from 11 to 6 p.m. Sunday. The Blue Dome
Festival gets started Saturday morning, May 21. Tulsa's Blue Dome Arts
Festival runs along Elgin starting at 3rd Street. 
Tulsa's Blue Dome Arts Festival runs along Elgin starting at 3rd Street. TULSA,
Oklahoma Downtown Tulsa art festivals are in full swing Saturday as Tulsa
International MAYFEST and The Blue Dome Art Festival continue through
Sunday. Strap on your walking shoes and experience the fun. Both festivals
are free and feature hundreds of artists selling their wares from photography,
jewelry, paintings, glasswork, metal work, pottery and more. 
Both festivals are free and feature hundreds of artists selling their wares from
photography, jewelry, paintings, glasswork, metal work, pottery and more.
Performances will also be going on at several stages throughout the downtown
area. MAYFEST runs on Main Street between 6th and 3rd Streets will 120
artists, three stages of entertainment five indoor galleries and tons of food.
There's also plenty for the kids to do in the KidZone, including a fossil dig.
Stop by The News On 6 booth at 3rd and Main to donate coins for the
Community Food Bank of Eastern Oklahoma. MidFirst Bank, a MAYFEST
sponsor, will match up to $1,000 in donations. Related Story: Help Stamp Out
Hunger In Oklahoma At Tulsa MAYFEST Edmond Pastor Says 'Doomsday
Prophet' Is False Community Calendar Find out what's going on around town
and submit events! Desktop Radar Know when severe weather moves in,
download the I-News Desktop Radar. iPhone App Get breaking news, weather,
sports & video directly on your iPhone.
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View Police Chase Runaway Tanker To Tulsa MAYFEST Another view of

the truck where it was finally stopped in downtown Tulsa. TULSA, Oklahoma A
tanker truck is parked outside Tulsa City Hall following a police chase than
began in Owasso at about 12:45 Saturday afternoon. 
The chase went down U.S. Highway 169 and then onto the BA Expressway.
The man ran a roadblock at 36th Street North and made it all the way to
downtown Tulsa where troopers managed to shoot out the tires, slowing the
tanker. The truck sideswiped several cars before coming to a rest near
MAYFEST and the Blue Dome Art festival in Tulsa where thousands of people
are attending the spring festivals. Edmond Pastor Says 'Doomsday Prophet' Is
False Edmond pastor Mark Hitchcock said Harold Camping is a false prophet
and his doomsday prediction is wrong. Save Money By Planning Your Own
'Green' Funeral Community Calendar Find out what's going on around town
and submit events!
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View Moore followed the truck to 46th Street North where he saw the
driver pull off the highway, drive through a ditch and onto the access road.
The driver ran a roadblock at 36th Street North, went back through the ditch
and got back on the Highway 169, Moore said. The truck sideswiped several
cars before coming to a rest near MAYFEST and the Blue Dome Art festival in
Tulsa where hundreds of people are attending the spring festivals. The driver
of tanker truck was transported to a local hospital. No other person was
injured during the chase.
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View The truck finally came to a stop at Cincinnati Avenue when it hit
some parked vehicles. The driver was taken to a hospital and charges were
pending. Hundreds of people were attending MAYFEST and the Blue Dome
Arts >From the FOX 25 First Forecast Center: Happy Sunday everyone! It looks
like Eastern and Central OK are under a slight risk for severe weather once
again. Business News Stocks down NEW YORK AP)
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View Moore followed the truck to 46th Street North where he saw the
driver pull off the highway, drive through a ditch and onto the access road.
The driver ran a roadblock at 36th Street North, went back through the ditch
and got back on the Highway 169, Moore said. The truck sideswiped several
cars before coming to a rest near MAYFEST and the Blue Dome Art festival in
Tulsa. "I heard fire, they were shooting at his tires, trying to shoot the tires
out, said William Hurt, who witnessed the last leg of the chase. With hundreds
of people around for downtown festivals, officers feared the worst.
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[**09:02:25 AM**] Tulsa police were called in for backup, the group left
the nightclub on a party bus, which was quickly pulled over by police. The
group was taken into custody, no word on charges. A high speed chase
involving a tanker truck leads police and state troopers from owasso to
downtown Tulsa, just blocks from MAYFEST and the blue dome arts festival
this video of the chase was captured early on. You can see the tanker heading
south on highway 169 out of owasso, with officers following right behind. The
tanker led authorities into downtown Tulsa.
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[**09:09:28 AM**] Good morning, unequaled inspiration. Heartbeats 120
artists from across the country in downtown Tulsa. 2news reporter Sara
goldenberg is live from MAYFEST. Sara? Thanks Sara! Today is the last day of
MAYFEST. It's happening in downtown Tulsa near 3rd and main street. 
[**09:11:32 AM**] MAYFEST is open today from 11 to 6a Chicago
sanitation truck crashes into a group of people. Four were seriously injured.
What the group was doing, at the time of the accident.
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[**09:34:59 AM**] After closer inspection, they determined the damage
was not a threat to the shuttle. With that potential problem out of the way,
NASA then cleared endeavour for return to Earth on June first. It is George
adlibs you can browse through the work of hundreds of artists right here in
Tulsa today at MAYFEST. 2news reporter Sara goldenberg is live with a
preview of what you'll find. Sara? 

http://news9.com/global/story.asp?s=14690636
http://news9.com/global/story.asp?s=14690636


[**09:36:10 AM**] Sara? Thanks Sara! Today is the last day of MAYFEST.
It's happening in downtown Tulsa near 3rd and main street. 
[**09:37:56 AM**] MAYFEST is open today from 11 to 6a deadly tornado
in Kansas. Today neighbors are busy cleaning the damage. The amount of
homes destroyed.
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[**05:00:17 PM**] As police find a man shot in a parking lot. As MAYFEST
wraps up, we take a look at how vendors faired this year. Good evening, I'm
marla Carter, thanks for joining us. We begin the evening with the threat of
severe weather.
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[**05:06:59 PM**] 2news took part in the action and anchor russ
mccaskey threw out the first pitch. Coming up later in sports, highlights from
the game. MAYFEST is about to wrap up for the year, we saw some rain, a
look at whether it had a damper on the turnout. Plus, the GOP is working to
find a presidential candidate, as another front runner, decides not to run. The
thunder is working to recover from a miserable performance, the game plan,
to even the series back up. 
[**05:09:37 PM**] Tulsa's biggest downtown arts festival is wrapping up
39th year tonight. New on 2- 2news reporter Sara goldenberg found this year,
the crowds kept vendors busy. For some families, MAYFEST has become
tradition. 15:12-8 it's a fun atmosphere. Everyone's out enjoying the weather,
and just visiting. 
[**05:09:45 PM**] Everyone's out enjoying the weather, and just visiting.
There's just lots to check out and look at. When luke Williams and his family
moved to the area, MAYFEST introduced them to Tulsa. 15:32-41 he was
three months old when we got here, so there's a cartoonist down the way and
we get him sketched up and stuff every year, so we got caricatures of him
every year as he gets bigger. Nat music 25:55-26:00ish) food, music, and of
course, art, fill downtown for four days. 
[**05:10:09 PM**] Nat music 25:55-26:00ish) food, music, and of course,
art, fill downtown for four days. 12:54-9 first I make one out of wax or clay,
and then I do casting for them. MAYFEST draws in 120 artists from across
the country and right here in Oklahoma. 13:10-20 the people are very friendly,
sales have been really, really good, and the town is beautiful. 
[**05:10:43 PM**] We weren't supposed to be here this weekend, so we
made the most of it. And I'm really glad we landed here because I see all of
the vendors out showing their wares, and the food has been really good too



so, we've really enjoyed it. Jackie cohn from San Antonio) through visitors like
her, MAYFEST brings in an estimated six millions dollars in economic impact
to the city. 3:46-51 people come from out of town, people stay here, they eat
at local restaurants, their employess get paid, so it all just trickles down.
Organizers say better weather, brought the crowds out, and topped last year's
attendance. 
[**05:11:10 PM**] Whether you're a fine art collector, you just come for
the food, or to bring your family, and enjoy the entertainment. There's really
something for everyone. Executive director Heather pingry)next year,
MAYFEST will hit a milestone, marking 40 years. 4:20-3 we're really happy
that Tulsa has supported us for the last 39 years, and we hope to be around
for at least another 39, 40. Sara goldenberg 2news works for you. Also
wrapping up this eveneing a couple of blocks away from MAYFEST- the blue
dome district is holding its annual art festival. Organizers say it helps local
artists reach out to the community. This is the eighth year for event.
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[**10:28:26 PM**] Game four, tomorrow night, 8-o-clock, coming up in our
next half hour- a bill in support of guns on career tech campuses. The reason
some lawmakers believe the legislation is necessary. Downtown is winding
down as MAYFEST comes to a close. A look at how vendors faired this year.
A tornado at least a mile wide, ravages the city of Joplin, an update on the
damages and fatalities caused by the storm.
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[**10:35:35 PM**] "They've disregarded the value of safe havens such as
schools and places with public employment, we have childcare centers on our
campuses. The governor is expected to make a decision on the bill this week.
Good weather brought in the crowds at this year's MAYFEST in downtown
Tulsa. Organizers say by Saturday, attendance topped last year. 120 artists
lined main street, selling sculptures, paintings and jewelry. 
[**10:35:54 PM**] The festival draws in thousand of people, and is
estimated to bring in six millions dollars to the city. Next year marks the
festivals 40th year. Organizers say MAYFEST will be back bigger and better
than ever. A brick and a hatchet, two pieces of evidence police are looking at
involving a burglary of the best hardware store in brookside. It happened early
Saturday morning.
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[**11:10:33 PM**] Through full cha is the, didn't have much in brooksdale
but we had quite a few reports of hail over quarter size in many areas.
Tomorrow you get up and about you might want to look for hail dents on the
car, severe thunderstorm warnings continuing south of claremore located north
of coleta and the strongest thunderstorms now just to the Northeast of the
muscogee turnpike and the sands springs area moving back over the red river
into brookside. We have MAYFEST that's wrapped up and that is good news
because several waves have come through metro area. No new information on
the storm up in Delaware county. A lot of the storm spotters kind of pulled off
the chase and so it won't be as up activity, as much information as what we
had from the earlier storms.
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[**05:30:15 PM**] Storms are brewing all across green country. Many
counties are already under a tornado watch. Travis and the warn team are in
the weather center tracking the latest as the weather fires up, MAYFEST
winds down.
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[**10:09:29 PM**] Officers arrested him when he crashed near waso. He
went down highway 169, then westbound on the va. As he made his way
through town, police were worried he would make a run at the MAYFEST
crowd so they shot out his tires. According to his police records, he was
driving under the influence, spent time in prison for drug programs and DUI.
We're also involving more about a shooting involving a sheriffs deputy.
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View Anyone with information regarding the second suspect should call
the Oklahoma City Police Homicide tip-line at 405-297-1200. Police Search For

http://newson6.com/story/14692951/suspect
http://newson6.com/story/14692951/suspect


Clues In Oklahoma County Sheriff Deputy's Shooting Chance Of Severe
Weather Likely For Next Few Days Some severe thunderstorms are likely
Sunday afternoon and over the next few days, according to News On 6
meteorologist Dick Faurot. MAYFEST, Blue Dome Festival Wind Up Sunday
News On 6 302 S. Frankfort Tulsa, OK 74120
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View MAYFEST, Blue Dome Festival Wind Up Sunday MAYFEST is open
through 11 p.m. Saturday and from 11 to 6 p.m. Sunday. The Blue Dome
Festival gets started Saturday morning, May 21. See some expert belly dancing
at Blue Dome, MAYFEST'S funkier cousin. TULSA, Oklahoma Downtown Tulsa
art festivals continue Sunday as Tulsa International MAYFEST and The Blue
Dome Art Festival wind up after a successful weekend. Both festivals are free
and feature hundreds of artists selling their wares from photography, jewelry,
paintings, glasswork, metal work, pottery and more through 6 p.m.
Performances will also be going on at several stages throughout the downtown
area. MAYFEST runs on Main Street between 6th and 3rd Streets with 120
artists, three stages of entertainment, five indoor galleries and tons of food.
There's also plenty for the kids to do in the KidZone, including a fossil dig.
Stop by The News On 6 booth at 3rd and Main to donate coins for the
Community Food Bank of Eastern Oklahoma. MidFirst Bank, a MAYFEST
sponsor, will match up to $1,000 in donations. Related Story: Help Stamp Out
Hunger In Oklahoma At Tulsa MAYFEST Chance Of Severe Weather Likely For
Next Few Days Some severe thunderstorms are likely Sunday afternoon and
over the next few days, according to News On 6 meteorologist Dick Faurot.
MAYFEST, Blue Dome Festival Wind Up Sunday Community Calendar Find out
what's going on around town and submit events! Desktop Radar Know when
severe weather moves in, download the I-News Desktop Radar. iPhone App
Get breaking news, weather, sports & video directly on your iPhone.
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View Five people were injured. Chance Of Severe Weather Likely For Next
Few Days Some severe thunderstorms are likely Sunday afternoon and over
the next few days, according to News On 6 meteorologist Dick Faurot.
MAYFEST, Blue Dome Festival Wind Up Sunday Community Calendar Find out
what's going on around town and submit events! Desktop Radar Know when
severe weather moves in, download the I-News Desktop Radar. iPhone App
Get breaking news, weather, sports & video directly on your iPhone.
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View Moore followed the truck to 46th Street North where he saw the
driver pull off the highway, drive through a ditch and onto the access road.
The driver ran a roadblock at 36th Street North, went back through the ditch
and got back on the Highway 169, Moore said. The truck sideswiped several
cars before coming to a rest near MAYFEST and the Blue Dome Art festival in
Tulsa. "I heard fire, they were shooting at his tires, trying to shoot the tires
out, said William Hurt, who witnessed the last leg of the chase. With hundreds
of people around for downtown festivals, officers feared the worst. 
No other person was injured during the chase. Chance Of Severe Weather
Likely For Next Few Days Some severe thunderstorms are likely Sunday
afternoon and over the next few days, according to News On 6 meteorologist
Dick Faurot. MAYFEST, Blue Dome Festival Wind Up Sunday Community
Calendar Find out what's going on around town and submit events! Desktop
Radar Know when severe weather moves in, download the I-News Desktop
Radar. iPhone App Get breaking news, weather, sports & video directly on
your iPhone.
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View Anyone with information regarding the second suspect should call
the Oklahoma City Police Homicide tip-line at 405-297-1200. Police Search For
Clues In Oklahoma County Sheriff Deputy's Shooting Tornado Watch Issued
For Much Of NE Oklahoma The National Weather Service has issued a tornado
watch for most of northeast Oklahoma, including Tulsa county. MAYFEST,
Blue Dome Festival Wind Up Sunday News On 6 302 S. Frankfort Tulsa, OK
74120
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View The bike then struck a cable barrier, ejecting Leon approximately 50
feet from the point of impact, the report said. Tornado Watch Issued For Much
Of NE Oklahoma The National Weather Service has issued a tornado watch for
most of northeast Oklahoma, including Tulsa county. MAYFEST, Blue Dome
Festival Wind Up Sunday Desktop Radar Know when severe weather moves
into Oklahoma! Download the I-News Desktop Radar. iPhone App Get breaking
news, weather, sports & video directly on your iPhone.

http://newson6.com/global/story.asp?s=14690575
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http://newson6.com/global/story.asp?s=14693109


 
153.  NEWSON6.COM-CBS  Television Website   TULSA, OK,

MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 22 2011  8:11PM CT   
Mayfest, Blue Dome Festival Wind Up Sunday -
NewsOn6.com - Tulsa, OK - News, Weather, Video and
Spor  

  

  
  

View MAYFEST, Blue Dome Festival Wind Up Sunday MAYFEST is open
through 11 p.m. Saturday and from 11 to 6 p.m. Sunday. The Blue Dome
Festival gets started Saturday morning, May 21. See some expert belly dancing
at Blue Dome, MAYFEST'S funkier cousin. TULSA, Oklahoma Downtown Tulsa
art festivals continue Sunday as Tulsa International MAYFEST and The Blue
Dome Art Festival wind up after a successful weekend. Both festivals are free
and feature hundreds of artists selling their wares from photography, jewelry,
paintings, glasswork, metal work, pottery and more through 6 p.m.
Performances will also be going on at several stages throughout the downtown
area. MAYFEST runs on Main Street between 6th and 3rd Streets with 120
artists, three stages of entertainment, five indoor galleries and tons of food.
There's also plenty for the kids to do in the KidZone, including a fossil dig.
Stop by The News On 6 booth at 3rd and Main to donate coins for the
Community Food Bank of Eastern Oklahoma. MidFirst Bank, a MAYFEST
sponsor, will match up to $1,000 in donations. Related Story: Help Stamp Out
Hunger In Oklahoma At Tulsa MAYFEST Broken Arrow Driver In Tanker Chase
Faces Several Charges The man suspected of leading several Tulsa County
agencies on a dangerous chase from Owasso to Downtown Tulsa in gas tanker
truck is facing several charges. Tornado Watch Issued For Much Of NE
Oklahoma Community Calendar Find out what's going on around town and
submit events! Desktop Radar Know when severe weather moves in, download
the I-News Desktop Radar.

 

154.  NEWSON6.COM-CBS  Television Website   TULSA, OK,
MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 22 2011  8:11PM CT   
Broken Arrow Driver In Tanker Chase Faces Several
Charges - NewsOn6.com - Tulsa, OK - News, Weather,  

  

  
  

View The chase went down U.S. Highway 169 and then onto the Broken
Arrow Expressway westbound. Police say Nail made it all the way to downtown
Tulsa where troopers managed to shoot out the tires, slowing the tanker. The
truck sideswiped several cars before coming to a rest near MAYFEST and the
Blue Dome Art festival in Tulsa. Related Story: Tanker Truck Driver Arrested
After Leading Police On Chase From Owasso To Downtown Tulsa According to
the Oklahoma Department of Corrections, Nail has served time in the past for
drug and sex offenses. Broken Arrow Driver In Tanker Chase Faces Several
Charges The man suspected of leading several Tulsa County agencies on a
dangerous chase from Owasso to Downtown Tulsa in gas tanker truck is facing
several charges.

 

155.  NEWSON6.COM-CBS  Television Website   TULSA, OK,
MARKET RANK: 61    

http://newson6.com/global/story.asp?s=14690231
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MAY 22 2011  8:11PM CT   
Tanker Truck Driver Arrested After Leading Police On Chase
- NewsOn6.com - Tulsa, OK - News, Weather  

  

  
  

View Moore followed the truck to 46th Street North where he saw the
driver pull off the highway, drive through a ditch and onto the access road.
The driver ran a roadblock at 36th Street North, went back through the ditch
and got back on the Highway 169, Moore said. The truck sideswiped several
cars before coming to a rest near MAYFEST and the Blue Dome Art festival in
Tulsa. "I heard fire, they were shooting at his tires, trying to shoot the tires
out, said William Hurt, who witnessed the last leg of the chase. With hundreds
of people around for downtown festivals, officers feared the worst.

 
156.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 23 2011  5:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
9,776 

2 News Today 5A   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $86 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $258 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $30 

[**05:37:18 AM**] The driver, rocky nail, was arrested at the scene. He is
charged with DUI, eluding police, assault with a deadly weapon and many
other charges. Good weather brought in the crowds at this year's MAYFEST in
downtown Tulsa. Organizers say by Saturday, attendance topped last year.
120 artists lined main street, selling sculptures, paintings and jewelry. 
[**05:37:38 AM**] 120 artists lined main street, selling sculptures,
paintings and jewelry. The festival draws in thousand of people, and is
estimated to bring in six millions dollars to the city. In its 39th year,
MAYFEST has become a tradition for it's a fun atmosphere. Everyone's out
enjoying the weather, and just visiting. There's just lots to check out and look
at. 
[**05:37:48 AM**] There's just lots to check out and look at. Next year
marks the festival's 40th year. Organizers say MAYFEST will be back bigger
and better than ever. Many people are looking for ways to cut costs in the
check out line. To cut costs in the check out line.

 
157.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 23 2011  11:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
29,375 

2 News at Midday   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $60 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $180 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $75 

[**11:07:13 AM**] The 40-year old victim was talking to authorities before
being taken to the hospital. Police are still searching for a suspect. A tanker
truck driver is behind bars, after leading police on a high speed chase, through
downtown during MAYFEST. 2news viewer brandi davidson captured video of
the chase. You can see the tanker heading south on highway 169 out of
owasso, with officers following right behind.

 
158.  KOKI-FOX  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

 Nielsen Audience:

http://www.newson6.com/story/14690575/police-chase-runaway-tanker-to-tulsa-mayfest?redirected=true
http://www.newson6.com/story/14690575/police-chase-runaway-tanker-to-tulsa-mayfest?redirected=true


MAY 23 2011  5:00AM CT 8,558 
Fox 23 News Daybreak   Calculated Ad

Equivalency: $93 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $279 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $70 

[**05:11:48 AM**] 47 year old rocky nail of broken arrow is in the Tulsa
jail this morning facing a number of f charges, including drugs. Police say nail
failed to stop at an intersection at owasso, and led authorities on a chase
down highway one-69, then onto the broken arrow expressway. The tanker
made it all the way to first and Cincinnati in downtown Tulsa, where nailed
crashed into several parked cars near city hall, and where MAYFEST was
taking place. Court records show nail was convicted on a drug possession
charge in 2003. A hearing is expected to continue today for a former Tulsa
public school assistant principal accused of molestation and child sex abuse.

 
159.  KOKI-FOX  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 23 2011  12:00PM CT  Nielsen Audience:
20,098 

FOX23 News at Noon   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $98 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $294 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $70 

[**12:51:58 PM**] 47 year old cky nail of broken arrow is in the Tulsa jail
this morning facici a number of charges, including drugs. Police say nail failed
to stop at an intersection at owasso, and led authorities on a a ase down
highway one-69, then onto the broken arrow expressway. The tanker made it
all the way to first and Cincinnati in downtown Tulsa, where nailed crashed
into several parked cars near city hall, and where MAYFEST was taking place.
Court records show nail was convicted on a drug possession charge in 2003.
Click it, or ticket.

 
160.  KOTV-CBS  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 23 2011  5:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
18,164 

News on 6 Morning Update   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $230 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $690 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $150 

[**05:24:49 AM**] Click it or ticket kicks off this morning and runs through
June 5th. Tulsa officers arrested 48-year old rocky nail after he lead police on
a chase in a fuel tanker that later crashed outside city hall. The chase started
in owasso when police say nail ran a red light and refused to pull over went
down highway one-69 then westbound on the b-a. as he made his way
through downtown Saturday police were worried he'd make a run at the
MAYFEST crowd, so they shot out his tires. According to police records, nail
was driving under the influence. Schools slated to close under the project
schoolhouse consolidation plan opened their doors this weekend inviting
current and former students to say goodbye.

 
161.  KTUL-ABC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 23 2011  5:00AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
13,482 

Good Morning Oklahoma 1st   Calculated Ad



Equivalency: $983 
 Calculated Publicity Value: $2,949 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $100 

[**05:42:55 AM**] News channel 8's Kim Jackson joins us now with what
you can do to help our neighbors to the Northeast. Toss to weather weather
update weather update in other news, 47-year-in other old "rocky nail" is
accused of stealing a tanker truck and taking police from owasso and Tulsa for
a chase over the weekend. Officers say he stole the truck and took off, the
chase ended in downtown Tulsa, just a couple blocks from the crowds at
MAYFEST. Witnesses to say it was like something you only see in the movies.
2:53 everyday driving down 169 there is always some construction or
something going on so its not to exciting next thing you know you see these
cops flying and here goes this semi truck off the road 3:02 nail was arrested
on 9-complaints including DUI, eluding police and resisting arrest.

 

162.  NEWSON6.COM-CBS  Television Website   TULSA, OK,
MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 23 2011  3:15AM CT   
Broken Arrow Driver In Tanker Chase Faces Several
Charges - NewsOn6.com - Tulsa, OK - News, Weather,  

  

  
  

View The chase went down U.S. Highway 169 and then onto the Broken
Arrow Expressway westbound. Police say Nail made it all the way to downtown
Tulsa where troopers managed to shoot out the tires, slowing the tanker. The
truck sideswiped several cars before coming to a rest near MAYFEST and the
Blue Dome Art festival in Tulsa. Related Story: Tanker Truck Driver Arrested
After Leading Police On Chase From Owasso To Downtown Tulsa According to
the Oklahoma Department of Corrections, Nail has served time in the past for
drug and sex offenses. Community Calendar Find out what's going on around
town and submit events!

 
163.  KJRH-NBC  Television   TULSA, OK, MARKET RANK: 61    

MAY 28 2011  8:30AM CT  Nielsen Audience:
63,173 

Early News   Calculated Ad
Equivalency: $137 

 Calculated Publicity Value: $411 
 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $125 

[**08:39:09 AM**] The Tulsa roundup dogs shows, today thru Monday
from 8:30 to 4. Free admission at the quiktrip center. Fsc today, caney Kansas
celebrates MAYFEST, the town's signature event. Enjoy Buffalo burgers, a
Buffalo chip throwing contest, bingo, a treasure hunt, door prizes and a car
show. Fun for children and the grown UPS. MAYFEST is today from 9 to 3 in
downtown caney, ks just off of highway 75. Fsc a special at safaris zoo.
Anyone with a military id gets in free this weekend.

 

Report Generated: 2011/06/09 18:10:41.328 (CT)
Total Story Count: 163
Total Nielsen Audience: 4,001,358
Total 30-Second Ad Equivalency: $55,600
Total Calculated Ad Equivalency: $150,764
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Total Calculated Publicity Value: $452,277
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Any reproduction, sale or distribution is prohibited.
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